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Gauging the NHL’s Metropolitan Division: Hurricanes, Rangers seen as top of the group 

The changing of the guard is well underway in the NHL’s 
Metropolitan Division. The Carolina Hurricanes won the 
division last season, ending the Washington Capitals’ five-
year run with the crown. And don’t look now, but here come 
the New York Rangers, who made it all the way to the 
Eastern Conference finals last season. 

After a wild offseason across the NHL, The Athletic thought it 
would be wise to bring our Metropolitan Division beat writers 
together for a quick assessment of where they stand — 
who’s new to the organization, who’s gone, why there should 
be optimism, and why there might be worry. 

We also asked for a bold prediction, the ones that often 
come back to bite. But the best part of our roundtable was 
each writer’s prediction for the No. 1-8 finish in the Metro. 
When we tabulated the 12 poll respondents it was clear, the 
Metro is continuing to evolve, with Carolina expected to 
repeat as champs and the Rangers right behind them. 

Pittsburgh and Washington, who were the class of the 
division for many seasons, are seen as aging, second-tier 
clubs. Nobody picked them to finish first, but nobody 
predicted they’d be worse than sixth place, either. 

The one vote everybody agreed on — well, 11 of the 12 
respondents — is that it’ll be a long year for Philadelphia and 
new coach John Tortorella. The Flyers were dead-last on all 
but one poll, finishing seventh (ahead of the Islanders) on the 
exception. 

Welcome to September, hockey fans. Training camps open 
in three weeks. This should help put you in the mood. 

Carolina 

Who’s new: Brent Burns,  Dylan Coghlan, Ondrej Kase, Max 
Pacioretty, Lane Pederson, Paul Stastny. 

Who’s gone: Ian Cole, Tony DeAngelo, Max Domi, Steven 
Lorentz, Nino Niederreiter, Brendan Smith, Vincent 
Trocheck. 

Reason for optimism: The Hurricanes had a substantial level 
of turnover for a club that won the division, but this fact 
remains: this is a fast and highly competitive club with 
Stanley Cup aspirations. Top-line center Sebastian Aho 
continues to creep toward superstar status, but Carolina’s 
strength is its relentless energy — and skill — up and down 
the lineup. This is an elite club, but painful playoff exits the 
last three seasons (including a blown 3-1 series lead against 
the Rangers last spring) could serve as fuel for a longer run 
this season. Tough lessons can strengthen resolve. 

Reason for worry: To help them get over the playoff hump, 
the Hurricanes acquired three seasoned veterans: 
defenseman Brent Burns (37 years old), and winger Max 
Pacioretty (33) and center Paul Stastny (36). It’s a recipe that 
worked in 2006 — but the NHL is played at a much higher 

pace these days, and most players in their mid-to-upper 30s 
have a hard time keeping pace. Pacioretty is out until 
February with a torn Achilles, suffered after his trade from 
Vegas, so don’t expect to see him at full strength until late in 
the season. Will these great veterans be the missing 
ingredient in the postseason? Or will “Father Time,” who is 
undefeated, catch up to them? 

Bold prediction: Aho, Andrei Svechnikov and Teuvo 
Teravainen give the Hurricanes plenty of firepower up front, 
but make room for a new star. Jack Drury had a very strong 
season and postseason in the AHL in 2021-22 and is ready 
to join the big club. Drury, the son of former NHLer Ted Drury 
and the nephew of current Rangers GM Chris Drury, played 
two games with Carolina last season and scored a goal in 
each. The expectation is that he’ll start on the fourth line, but 
it says here he won’t be buried long. 

Poll results: 90 (eight first-place votes) 

— Aaron Portzline 

New York Rangers 

Who’s new: Vincent Trocheck, Jaroslav Halak, Ryan 
Carpenter. 

Who’s gone: Ryan Strome, Andrew Copp, Frank Vatrano, 
Alexandar Georgiev, Patrik Nemeth, Justin Braun. 

Reasons for optimism: The talented core is intact and a team 
that was considered too young to do much of anything last 
year matured in a big way. Igor Shesterkin won the Vezina 
and got Hart Trophy votes in a breakout year and he’s back 
for more. Jacob Trouba was named captain and at 28 is the 
old man of a very talented D corps. Artemi Panarin and Mika 
Zibanejad are still in their primes. A healthy Sammy Blais 
should shore up a bottom six that needs more consistency. 

Reasons for worry: Shesterkin will need to carry a heavier 
load than in years past, even though the mood in the 
dressing room will be lighter without Alexandar Georgiev 
around. Jaro Halak is a capable backup but Shesterkin will 
be looking at 55-to-60 starts. Chris Kreider’s 52-goal season 
was a delight, but can a guy who never topped 28 in his 
career prior do it again? Filip Chytil, Alexis Lafrenière and 
Kaapo Kakko had a solid playoff run, but none of the three 
has posted big regular seasons yet. Panarin gets a new 
center in Vincent Trocheck, but Ryan Strome was Panarin’s 
BFF the last three years and there’s a need to get the 
chemistry going quickly. 

Bold prediction: K’Andre Miller gets more Norris Trophy 
votes than Adam Fox. 

Poll results: 82 (four first-place votes) 

— Arthur Staple 
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Pittsburgh 

Who’s new: Josh Archibald, Jeff Petry, Ryan Poehling, Jan 
Rutta, Ty Smith, Dustin Tokaraki. 

Who’s gone: Brian Boyle, John Marino, Mike Matheson, 
Evan Rodrigues. 

Reasons for optimism: Plenty of star power remains. Sidney 
Crosby. Evgeni Malkin. Jake Guentzel. Kris Letang. And 
remember, the Penguins probably deserved a better fate in 
each of the past two postseasons, as even competent 
goaltending could have been enough for them to make 
legitimate Stanley Cup runs. Crosby remains eager to guide 
the Penguins to another championship. Mike Sullivan 
remains one of the NHL’s best coaches. The Penguins will 
be bigger and more physical this season and the right side of 
their blue line could be the NHL’s best. There’s still a lot to 
like about this team. 

Reasons to worry: It’s great that Jeff Petry is in Pittsburgh, 
but the blue line is now without John Marino and Mike 
Matheson. Could be a problem. Also, the Penguins are the 
NHL’s oldest team. Tristan Jarry is very good but it remains 
to be seen if he can thrive in the playoffs. It looks like the 
Penguins’ bottom six is going to be something less than 
impressive. The Penguins have lost five consecutive series, 
dating back to 2018. It’s great that they always make the 
playoffs, but the team that once mastered the postseason 
doesn’t feel like a Cup contender anymore. 

Bold prediction: Drew O’Connor and Ty Smith emerge as 
camp stars and push for NHL jobs to open the season. 
O’Connor has steadily improved his game over the last two 
seasons and showed encouraging signs against the Rangers 
in the playoffs. He has size and is a decent skater, and his 
willingness to play defense combined with a solid offensive 
skill set should make him a candidate to create a spot for 
himself in an uninspiring bottom six. As for Smith, well, the 
suspicion is the Penguins liked him enough to guard against 
either stagnation from P-O Joseph, or as a system 
replacement for Joseph in case an upgrade up front requires 
moving Joseph at some point. 

Poll results: 71 

— Rob Rossi and Josh Yohe 

Washington 

Who’s new: Darcy Kuemper, Dylan Strome, Connor Brown, 
Charlie Lindgren, Marcus Johansson, Erik Gustafsson. 

Who’s gone: Ilya Samsonov, Vitek Vanecek, Justin Schultz, 
Michal Kempny, Johan Larsson. 

Reason for optimism: Better goaltending. Period. Arguably 
Washington’s biggest impediment in recent seasons was 
inconsistent play in net. So GM Brian MacLellan completely 
renovated the Caps’ crease this summer, shedding the 
youthful tandem of Ilya Samsonov and Vitek Vanecek and 
replacing them with Darcy Kuemper and Charlie Lindgren. 

Lindgren was great in a small sample size in St. Louis last 
season. Kuemper? All he did was backstop the Avalanche to 
the Stanley Cup. He also owns the second highest save 
percentage in the NHL (behind only New York’s Igor 
Shesterkin) over the last three seasons. MacLellan was 

aggressive elsewhere, too, signing Dylan Strome to center 
the second line (while Nicklas Backstrom rehabs a bum hip) 
and trading for Connor Brown to bolster right-wing depth 
(while Tom Wilson works his way back from a significant 
knee injury). Did MacLellan do enough to prop open the Alex 
Ovechkin Era window another year? On paper, at least, it 
sure looks like he did. 

Reason for worry: At some point, Ovechkin, who turns 37 
next month, is going to slow down. Ditto for T.J. Oshie, 35, 
Lars Eller, 33, John Carlson, 32, and the other 11 players 
who find themselves on the “wrong” side of 30. Predictions of 
the veteran-laden Caps’ demise have proven to be popular 
among pundits this time of year. It still hasn’t materialized, 
though. In fact, Ovechkin and Co. have continued to 
outperform the models. So if you’re inclined to shrug it off, 
that’s totally understandable. But know this: Father Time is 
undefeated, and he’s coming for Ovi and Co., too. The only 
question is when he’ll arrive in D.C. 

Bold prediction: I’m not prepared, in late August, to say 
they’re capable of winning the Cup. Can’t. Won’t. Buuutttt the 
offseason moves, plus the prospect of adding Wilson around 
the holidays, make it feel like a multi-round run at the thing 
isn’t out of the question. 

Poll results: 52 

— Tarik El-Bashir 

Columbus 

Who’s new: Johnny Gaudreau, Erik Gudbranson, Kirill 
Marchenko, Mathieu Olivier. 

Who’s gone: Oliver Bjorkstrand, Gabriel Carlsson, Dean 
Kukan. 

Reason for optimism: The Johnny Hockey Era has dawned 
in central Ohio. The surprise free-agent signing of Johnny 
Gaudreau has energized the fan base and should send a jolt 
of confidence through the roster. Along with Patrik Laine and 
a collection of bright young talents — Cole Sillinger, Kent 
Johnson, Kirill Marchenko, etc. — the Blue Jackets can 
expect to be an explosive offensive club for the next several 
seasons. The Jackets were better than most expected in 
2021-22 despite being the youngest club in the NHL. They’re 
growing up quickly. 

Reason for worry: Unless the Blue Jackets stiffen up 
defensively, the added firepower up front won’t make enough 
of a difference. Erik Gudbranson was signed to be a physical 
presence and a crease-clearer, but he’s a third-pairing guy. 
Major questions remain on the right side of the top two pairs 
beside Zach Werenski (top pair) and Vladislav Gavrikov 
(second). Columbus is banking on dramatic growth from 
Adam Boqvist, Jake Bean, and Andrew Peeke after allowing 
the most goals in franchise history (297) last season. But it’s 
hard to make sense of this group at this juncture. 

Bold prediction: Laine went on one of his patented tears last 
winter, scoring 21 goals in 29 games. Incredibly, only five of 
his 26 goals last season (in 56 games played) came on the 
power play. There is an enormous capacity for growth here. 
With Gaudreau on his off wing, and possibly Gaudreau and 
Voracek with him on the power play, Laine’s numbers could 
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soar in 2022-23. His career high is 44 goals. The franchise 
record is 41 goals. We’re betting he breaks them both. 

Poll results: 47 

— Aaron Portzline 

New York Islanders 

Who’s new: Alexander Romanov. 

Who’s gone: Zdeno Chara, Andy Greene. 

Reason for optimism: A more mobile defense group. The 
only notable addition the Islanders made this summer was 
Romanov, who will essentially replace Chara on the blue 
line. While the 22-year-old is still a bit raw, he’ll slot into the 
top four right away, likely with emerging star Noah Dobson 
as his partner. Arguably the Islanders’ biggest issue last 
season was that their defense group just looked too old and 
too slow — Chara and Greene just couldn’t keep up on a 
nightly basis throughout the condensed slate of games. 
Romanov will make them quicker, Dobson will get a chance 
to build on his breakout second half, while Ryan Pulock — 
who missed two-and-a-half months with a lower-body injury 
— will likely resume his place on the top pair with Adam 
Pelech, who remains one of the best defensive defensemen 
in the game. 

Reason for worry: Not enough scorers. The biggest source of 
frustration for Islanders fans this offseason was the 
organization’s inability to add a high-end forward either via 
trade or free agency. There were too many forwards on the 
team that were inconsistent last season, such as Kyle 
Palmieri and Josh Bailey, while youngsters like Oliver 
Wahlstrom and Kieffer Bellows weren’t able to take that next 
step. Those concerns remain. There’s also the possibility 
that the “Identity Line” with Casey Cizikas, Matt Martin and 
Cal Clutterbuck, which has been so effective for so long, is 
past its prime. 

Bold prediction: Ilya Sorokin will be a Vezina Trophy finalist. 

Poll results: 41 

— Kevin Kurz 

New Jersey 

Who’s new: Ondrej Palat, Vitek Vanecek, John Marino, 
Simon Nemec, Brendan Smith, Erik Haula. 

Who’s gone: Ty Smith, Pavel Zacha, P.K. Subban, Jimmy 
Vesey, Jon Gillies, Andrew Hammond. 

Reason for optimism: There were bright spots in front of the 
blue paint last year; the defense is shaping up, Jack Hughes 
had a breakout season, and Jesper Bratt and Nico Hischier 
continued to shine. If the Devils could have just had, at the 
very least, average goaltending, this would have been a 
more competitive squad – they could have had about 11 
more wins on the season. Some confidence in net, versus in-
game collapses they faced, would have had a trickle-down 
effect on the lineup. 

So if they can get that out of their new-look net this year, the 
team in front should be even better with another year of 
growth from Hughes, Hischier, and Bratt (among others), 
plus some additions like Palat and Marino. 

Reason for worry: The Devils are still going into the season 
with one of the weaker goaltending tandems in the league. 
While Vanecek-Blackwood should be better than last year’s 
disaster, it’s not a slam dunk either and could drag down the 
team’s season. 

Boldest prediction: New Jersey ends up with a top-10 
offense in the league thanks to their five-on-five play and 
new direction on the power play. 

Poll results: 36 

— Shayna Goldman 

Philadelphia 

Who’s new: Tony DeAngelo, Nicolas Deslauriers, Troy 
Groesnick. 

Who’s gone: Claude Giroux, Oskar Lindblom, Keith Yandle, 
Martin Jones, Derick Brassard, Nate Thompson. 

Reason for optimism: It really boils down to the potential 
impact of new head coach John Tortorella. General manager 
Chuck Fletcher has largely pinned his hopes on a rapid 
turnaround for the Flyers on Tortorella’s ability to get the 
most out of a roster that has missed the playoffs the past two 
seasons, and it’s certainly possible that Tortorella could pull 
it off. 

The Flyers’ roster certainly isn’t devoid of talent, and 
Tortorella’s emphasis on structure and accountability has 
helped him to push other clubs of his (namely, his early 
teams with the Rangers and the post-Artemi Panarin Blue 
Jackets) to unexpected respectability. Last season, the 
players had completely lost faith in Alain Vigneault in the first 
half of the season, and interim head coach Mike Yeo simply 
didn’t come with the same kind of track record of success 
that Tortorella possesses. The stability and coaching chops 
that Tortorella brings to the table very well could put the 
Flyers back on the right track. 

Reason for worry: In short, the Flyers’ roster just didn’t get all 
that much better this summer on paper, as compared to the 
group that finished with the fourth-worst record in the NHL in 
2021-22. Tony DeAngelo is an upgrade over the four games 
that the team received from Ryan Ellis, sure. And the 
renewed health of Sean Couturier and Kevin Hayes will 
certainly boost them down the middle. But longtime star 
Claude Giroux is gone, and the 57 games of first-line caliber 
play that he provided the team last season won’t be easy to 
replace. Ellis seems unlikely to be ready for the start of the 
season, and could miss far more time than that. 

Joel Farabee will probably be out for at least the early portion 
of 2022-23 due to offseason neck surgery. Oh, and they 
don’t have an established backup goalie behind Carter Hart 
— it could be a total disaster if he misses extended time. 
Much of the Flyers’ plan for improvement is based on the 
idea that better health and the impact of Tortorella will 
provide massive boosts. But Tortorella isn’t a miracle worker, 
and he’s being handed a club that lacks true high-end talent 
both up front and on the back end. If just a few things break 
against the Flyers, this team could find itself near the bottom 
of the NHL standings … again. 
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Bold prediction: Owen Tippett cracks the 20-goal mark. 
Given that Tippett was the centerpiece of the deal that sent 
Giroux, a franchise legend, out of Philadelphia, the Flyers 
are going to be highly motivated to prove that they were right 
to target the 2018 first-round pick, so he won’t be lacking for 
an opportunity. And during his 21-game stint with the Flyers 
after the trade deadline, Tippett was a scoring-chance 
machine (38 at five-on-five, tied for the team lead with 
Hayes) — the problem was an inability to finish on them. The 

guess here is that Tippett picks the corners a bit better this 
time around, combined with regular power play time and 
quality linemates, and starts to establish himself as a quality 
goal scorer at the NHL level. 

Poll results: 13 

— Charlie O’Connor

 

 

 

 

Mailbag #35: Eric Tulsky 

What are some of the things in your job description that the 
general public and fan base don't know about? Do you 
currently utilize or plan to use AI/ML when evaluating players 
and opponents? 

By Walt Ruff 

RALEIGH, NC. - This week Carolina Hurricanes Assistant 
General Manager Eric Tulsky answers your questions. 

What are some of the biggest challenges that come with your 
job, and how do you all work to overcome those challenges? 
Without giving away the secrets, obviously :) - 
@CanesProspects 

Every job has challenges. In the role I'm in right now, the 
most important thing is probably making sure we have 
efficient processes in place for everything we do. That often 
means making some changes to the way we do certain 
things. Over time people figure out the best way to do things, 
but circumstances change, the environment changes, and 
what used to be the best way might not be the best anymore. 

It's important to keep updating our processes and our ways 
of doing things and making sure everyone understands the 
reasoning for those changes and is excited to see the 
improvements that come from them.  

What are some of the things in your job description that the 
general public and fan base don't know about? What are 
some of your favorite parts of the job? Least favorites? - 
@BaileyyCurtis 

I'm often most closely associated with data analysis since 
that was my focus before I worked with the team and hen I 
first started with the team a few years ago. My role has been 
a broader management focus. 

I oversee our pro scouting group in addition to the hockey 
information group now, and I also help with a lot of things like 
contracts and salary cap management. I I think it's exciting 
and fun to be able to help out in a lot of different ways. 
Helping contribute wherever I can, is a neat opportunity. 

What did you learn or how did you change evaluating players 
with not having the same traditional access due to COVID-

19? How does it change your strategies moving forward 
evaluating players? - @ArcherForCanes 

There was a period of time where some scouts, depending 
where they were, weren't able to attend games in person. So 
as an organization, we had to rely more heavily on video for 
our scouting. But honestly, we were using a lot of video to 
support our scouting group even before the pandemic. So I 
think the changes we had to make to accommodate that 
environment were not as significant as it was for a team that 
was not as heavily invested in video as we were. 

What do you feel like you still need to learn more about, to 
reach the level you want to reach in this job? - @johnnybolla 

As an organization, we are always tweaking the way we 
approach things, trying to find better ways to do everything 
we do. 

A lot of my instinct for process management comes from my 
career in chemical industry before I came to the Hurricanes. 
But of course, each industry has its own peculiarities. Even 
as I enter my ninth year with the team, I'm still seeing my 
instincts develop for which tweaks are most likely to pay off 
here and where it will be easiest and most advantageous for 
us to make changes, get ahead and improve the way we do 
things. 

Do you currently utilize or plan to use AI/ML when evaluating 
players and opponents? - @TheDingoDude 

When I was in grad school for chemistry a few people in our 
research group, including me, we used to scoff at the hype 
around nanotechnology. Maybe we were a little jealous, 
grumbling about how easy it was to get a proposal funded if 
it started with Nano. 

Do you know what happened next?  

I spent the next 12 years of my career working in nanotech 
and did a whole series of projects where the nanoparticles 
really unlocked revolutionary applications. 

The same thing happened for me probably 10 or 12 years 
ago with machine learning. It was just a buzzword to me that 
I was not really sold on until I got to where I was trying to do 
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things where it could really help. There's a reason it's as big 
as it is. At this point, it's pretty hard to imagine trying to be in 
an analytical field without having those tools at your disposal.

 

 

 

Carolina Hurricanes System Overview: Forwards 

Carolina’s system is full of forwards that could make an 
impact at the NHL level. 

By Matthew Somma 

The future of the Hurricanes is something that every fan can 
take an interest in. Whether you’re just starting out as a fan 
or if you’re a seasoned veteran, it’s an important aspect of 
the team that will help to determine their success down the 
road. When I started paying close attention to Carolina’s 
prospects, the future of the team was the only thing to get 
excited about here in the Center of the Hockey Universe. 
Nowadays, the NHL team is a cup contender and their 
affiliate is coming off of a Calder Cup championship, so 
there’s a culture of winning and a standard of success that 
never felt present with the Hurricanes of old.  

Don Waddell and his staff have put an emphasis on keeping 
the team competitive for a long time, too, which is why 
they’ve taken steps to enhance the way they draft and 
develop players. The pipeline that the Hurricanes have built 
is setting these players up for success, ensuring that the 
Hurricanes will have a steady flow of NHL talent year after 
year.  

This is the first part of my complete overview of the 
Hurricanes’ system outside of the NHL. It’s my largest 
undertaking as a prospect writer, covering every single 
player outside of the NHL roster that is either under contract 
or unsigned by the Hurricanes. This project includes notes, 
video and analysis, and is the result of hundreds of hours of 
game tape that I have been able to watch over the years. 
Following the future of the team has been a passion project 
of mine for years and I’m thrilled to be able to share my work 
with you all from week to week. I’ve watched countless 
games, had many late nights watching WHL hockey and 
early mornings watching European hockey, and I’ve done it 
all out of a love for this side of the game. It’s been a grind, 
though. First, I was balancing school with my prospects 
work, catching games as often as I could. Now, I’ve been 
balancing my Hurricanes prospects work alongside my full 
time job as well as scouting the WHL for Smaht Scouting. It’s 
definitely a labor of love, so everyone’s support means the 
world to me. 

This will be in a particular order, but it will not be a ranking. 
Here is how I will be ordering things. First, I will talk about the 
Hurricanes’ drafted players on the Chicago Wolves. Next, I 
will talk about drafted players that have signed with the 
Hurricanes that are not playing on the Wolves. Thirdly, I will 
talk about the Hurricanes’ unsigned draft picks currently in 

the system. Finally, I will give notes on each player signed to 
a two-way deal for the upcoming 2022-2023 season, as well 
as notes on a few notable players under contract with the 
Wolves. 

Jack Drury, C 

NHL ETA: 2022 

Drury is going to be in the NHL this upcoming season, and 
I’d be willing to put money on it. He has little else to prove at 
the AHL level after being one of the top players on the 
Wolves during their Calder Cup Championship run. He set a 
Wolves franchise record for rookie scoring in the playoffs and 
led the league in rookie scoring in the playoffs as well. Jack 
Drury wins wherever he goes. He has a silver medal from the 
World Juniors, a bronze medal from the World 
Championships, an SHL championship and now a Calder 
Cup championship under his belt.  

It’s not hard to see how Drury has been successful, either. 
His dogged determination and intensity on the ice gives him 
an edge against the competition and makes him a pain to 
play against. Drury is constantly involved in the play and will 
frustrate the living hell out of you in the process. He’s an 
agitator with a good amount of skill to his game, and while he 
may not wow you with his skill, he’s a productive offensive 
player. Drury does a lot of his best work from right around 
the net, poking in rebounds and crashing the crease to get to 
the high danger areas.  

In the defensive zone, Drury plays a responsible game that 
pushes the play out to the perimeter and away from any real 
danger. He’s so tenacious on both the forecheck and 
backcheck, too. It’s as if he refuses to let the opposition take 
control of the puck. The Hurricanes will use Drury in all 
situations because of how versatile he is. Need to win a 
faceoff in the key moments of the game and Jordan Staal 
isn’t available? Jack Drury. Need someone to kill a penalty? 
Jack Drury. Need a greasy goal? Jack Drury. Need to defend 
a lead with a few minutes remaining? Jack Drury. Need to 
conquer M. T. Knett? Jack Drury.  

Now, let’s break down the intricacies of Drury’s game. 
Players that can kill penalties are incredibly valuable, and 
Drury is one of the best at it. He’ll be right in the shooting 
lanes and possesses a willingness to sacrifice the body to 
block shots and passes. 

Drury’s penalty killing was elite this past year, as has been 
the case since he was drafted by the Hurricanes. He has 
always been a strong defensive forward, so it wasn’t 
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surprising seeing Drury taking on a key penalty killing role 
with the Wolves this past season. Since Drury was drafted by 
the Hurricanes, he has grown leaps and bounds in every 
aspect. Drury’s skating has gone from being a bit of a 
hindrance to being above average, which has drastically 
improved his effectiveness on the rush. As a result, Drury 
has gone from a player that I could see being a third line 
center at best to a player that could be a 40-50 point NHL 
player capable of playing in all situations. Drury’s shot has 
been a nice surprise as well. He scored 20 goals during the 
regular season and then scored nine in 18 playoff games, 
meaning that his shot is good enough to beat professional 
goaltenders. Take a look at this clip, where Drury beats the 
Stockton goalie clean. 

Or this one, where Drury once again scores off of a nice shot 
on the rush.  

Drury’s playmaking this past year was excellent, utilizing 
quick hands and above average skating to create scoring 
chances in a variety of ways.  

Drury is a smart player that Rod Brind’Amour is going to love 
having on his team. He’s responsible in all three zones, great 
on both the rush and during extended zone time, a strong 
defender and a key faceoff winner. Drury’s skating won’t ever 
be his strongest suit, but he proved this past season that he 
is able to contribute on the rush and generate scoring 
chances in a variety of ways. He’s Carolina’s most NHL-
ready prospect, and I fully expect him to be in the lineup on 
opening night. 

Ryan Suzuki, C 

NHL ETA: 2024 

Ryan Suzuki has had some brutal luck since being drafted by 
the Hurricanes. Right as he was playing some of his best 
hockey with the Barrie Colts during the 2019-20 season, he 
got hit in the eye with a high stick and missed a few months 
due to having partial blindness in one eye. After he recovers, 
he gets traded to Saginaw, where his game takes a major 
step forward. Then, COVID shuts the hockey world down 
and his momentum comes to a screeching halt. Suzuki then 
plays in a handful of AHL games, but not enough to 
constitute a full season, limiting his development in what 
would have been his final OHL season.  

Last season, Suzuki missed two separate chunks of games, 
including the AHL playoffs, due to injury. Staying healthy is 
one of Suzuki’s biggest priorities this season, along with 
showcasing the offensive skills and hockey sense that made 
him a first round pick back in 2019. When Suzuki was in the 
lineup this past season, I thought that he was great in his 
own end and was playing with aggression, something that 
had been missing from his game in previous seasons. This 
was a new player that could be relied upon in the key 
moments of the game to block shots and prevent the 
opposition from scoring. He’d be active on the forecheck and 
keep the possession in favor of his team at any cost. Those 
moments are reason for optimism with Suzuki’s game, 
especially when it’ll come time for him to make his NHL 
debut. Brind’Amour stresses the importance of players 
having that “200-foot game” where they can be as good in 
their own end as they are in the offensive zone.  

Now, as for Suzuki’s offensive game, there’s more that I 
need to see. I noticed that Suzuki struggled with decision 
making on occasion and would hold onto the puck for too 
long. He wasn’t used to the pace at which you have to make 
decisions at the professional level and would lose the puck in 
those moments. Had he played in a full season last year, we 
would have seen Suzuki work through that. When he 
returned from injury, I noticed that his passing had improved 
and he seemed confident on the power play as well as at 
even strength. Still, the issue with Suzuki not getting to the 
middle of the ice enough remains. In order to be an effective 
center, Suzuki is going to have to be able to get to the middle 
of the ice and exploit the high danger areas. As of right now, 
he isn’t able to do that consistently. Let’s take a look at 
what’s good about Suzuki’s game, and where he may need 
to improve.  

I mentioned that Suzuki’s defensive game took a major step 
forward this past season. He was some time on the penalty 
kill and showed a knack for blocking shots in the process. 
Suzuki was able to get in the shooting lanes and prevent 
shots from reaching the goaltender. Like in this clip, he is 
able to track where the puck is and take away any angle that 
the shooter had, forcing him to shoot into Suzuki’s shin pads.  

For this next clip, pay close attention to how Suzuki reacts to 
the play along the boards.  

In addition to the blocked shot, Suzuki also makes a nice 
play immediately after collecting the puck. He protects the 
puck, shifts to the backhand and makes a simple, yet 
effective, pass to initiate a breakout on the penalty kill. I’m 
waiting for Suzuki to break out offensively. I still have high 
hopes that it’ll happen, but this upcoming season is very 
much a “show me” season for Suzuki. He needs to go out 
and prove that he can be a top center in Jack Drury’s 
absence, because players such as Vasiliy Ponomarev, 
Jamieson Rees and Massimo Rizzo will all be competing for 
the same NHL jobs. 

Jamieson Rees, C 

NHL ETA: 2024 

If you’re a Hurricanes fan that has wanted the team to have 
an agitator in their lineup, may I interest you in Jamieson 
Rees? If and when Rees makes it to the NHL, he’ll be a 
thorn in the side of 31 other teams. He plays with pace, is 
great with the puck on his stick, makes a lot of smart plays in 
all three zones and gets under your skin. Rees will take a 
shot at you after the whistle, get in a scrum, talk trash and 
more in an effort to get under your skin and force you to take 
a penalty. Having a player that can put you on the power 
play simply by being a nuisance when he’s on the ice is 
incredibly valuable, and with Rees, you’re also getting a 
player that can contribute offensively while being a pain for 
the opposition to play against.  

Rees is likely a middle six forward at the NHL level, and 
while I don’t see him scoring more than 40 points a year on a 
consistent basis, his value in putting the Hurricanes on the 
power play is where he’s going to shine. He’ll goad teams 
into taking retaliation penalties just like every player ever is 
able to do against Andrei Svechnikov. Rees struggled for the 
first half of the season last year, likely due to the level of 
competition in the AHL being much higher than it was in the 
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previous year. Rees’ second half of the season was 
excellent, however, and even when he wasn’t appearing on 
the score sheet, he was generating scoring chances and 
making life difficult for the opposition. I’m expecting Rees to 
take a big step forward with Chicago this year. 

Rees’ first full professional season started off with a strong 
preseason performance with the Hurricanes, but an injury 
held him out of the Wolves’ lineup for a while and stalled his 
development for a bit. It took Rees a while to figure out his 
role on the team, and for a while, he struggled with the pace 
of play and physicality. During the second half of the season, 
Rees was able to right the ship and be a consistent threat 
when he was on the ice, both in terms of agitation and actual 
offense. Even though Rees didn’t have the best season 
points wise, I felt that he settled into his role on the team and 
gradually became a key part of the team’s success. Rees’ 
offensive numbers didn’t pop this year, but there were 
moments that sparked some intrigue. Take this play, for 
example.  

Rees’ selling of the pass, turn to make it seem like he’s 
shooting, and then the move back to the pass is great, and 
his patience with the puck helps a lot. He is smart enough to 
wait until the last second to make the pass, ensuring that the 
pass can make it through the first defender while avoiding 
the defender that is hounding the eventual goal scorer. In 
order to be successful next season, Rees will need to 
continue to be a thorn in the side of the opposition while 
finding new ways to generate offense. If he can produce at a 
higher rate this year, I could see him being a consistent top 
nine winger at the NHL level. If not, I’m not sure if he’ll be 
able to play above a fourth line role for the Hurricanes. 

Stelio Mattheos, RW 

NHL ETA: not likely 

Stelio Mattheos will likely fill Spencer Smallman’s role for the 
Wolves this upcoming season. He’ll be a player that can be 
relied upon in all three zones and while he may not be the 
most productive player, he can play anywhere in the lineup if 
needed. Smallman was the straw that stirred many drinks, as 
stated by Wolves play by play announcer Jason Shaver, and 
I see similarities between Smallman and Mattheos. Mattheos 
has two Calder Cups under his belt, and despite only 
appearing in 124 career AHL games, this makes him a 
veteran presence in the locker room this season.  

I don’t see much of a path to the NHL for Mattheos, 
anymore. He hasn’t been able to make an impact offensively 
at the AHL level, and at this point, I’m not sure if he’ll ever be 
able to. His checking line was quite good for the Wolves last 
season, and it is possible that he’ll be able to take on more of 
an offensive role, but I feel that Mattheos is best suited for a 
checking role based on what I’ve seen from him thus far. A 
checking role is fine, though. Every team needs one, and if 
Mattheos can work in the corners and create turnovers, he’ll 
end up being an absolute pain to play against. This play here 
is nice, because his line forces a turnover and it leads to a 
shot on goal. 

Blake Murray, C 

NHL ETA: not likely 

Murray is another player that got the short end of the stick 
when the OHL decided to not have a season, meaning that 
he had to play in the Swedish third league for a handful of 
games during the 2020-21 season. This past year, Murray 
turned pro and had a bit of a rough go of things initially as he 
worked to adjust to the pace and physicality of the pros. I 
liked how his game ended up towards the end of the season, 
as I felt that he was becoming a more confident offensive 
player for the Admirals. Murray will compete for a roster spot 
with the Wolves this season, but it’s a crowded forward core 
in Chicago and he may be better suited to start the year in 
Norfolk. Murray is a goal scorer that plays with a ton of pace, 
and I think there’s some untapped potential in his game in 
terms of physicality. He could be a power forward given his 
size and skating ability, but he’ll need to put it all together 
quickly if he wants to avoid getting passed on the depth 
chart. 

There are times where I see Murray at his best and I think to 
myself that he could be something at the next level. His 
vision has widened since his draft year, meaning that he no 
longer gets tunnel vision. Murray doesn’t have as much of a 
shoot first mentality anymore. Instead, he’ll scan the ice and 
assess all of his options before electing to shoot or pass. I 
like this pass from a game against Jacksonville. The skating 
could use work, but take a look at how he is able to spot a 
teammate through traffic.  

Murray’s shot is an asset and it leaves his stick in a hurry. If 
Murray can improve his skating and use his big frame to his 
advantage, I could see him being a real pain to play against. 
He has the build of a power forward and can let it rip, after 
all.  

Noel Gunler, RW 

NHL ETA: 2023 or 2024 

Gunler is coming to the Wolves with a ton of intrigue this 
season. He’s one of the top prospects in the Hurricanes’ 
system in terms of overall upside, and while he may never be 
a truly elite player, he’s one of the few prospects in the 
pipeline that could be a legitimate top six forward at the NHL 
level. Gunler has it all. He’s smart, a great skater, a natural 
goal scorer, physical and solid in his own end. He’ll take 
some time adjusting to the timing and pace of the AHL, but 
the fact that he was able to appear in 21 AHL games should 
make his adjustment period that much shorter. Gunler is a 
player that I expect to break out this year. He has all of the 
tools to make him a top scorer on the Wolves and it wouldn’t 
surprise me if he ends up being one of the better rookie 
forwards in the entire AHL this year. He has the offensive 
skills to do it, after all. Gunler stands as one of Carolina’s top 
forward prospects and is likely a key piece moving forward. 

I feel that, in order to effectively break down Gunler’s style of 
play, it’s best to use video. Let’s first look at his shot, which 
might be the best shot in the entire pipeline. 

There isn’t a whole lot of space for this shot, but Gunler finds 
a way to place it perfectly for a goal. Gunler’s pinpoint 
accuracy makes him a goal scoring threat anytime he’s on 
the ice, because if you don’t cover him, he’ll find a way to 
score. His shot is a threat from pretty much anywhere in the 
offensive zone. Then, there’s the release, which is just as 
impressive. The shot leaves his stick in a hurry, giving 
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goalies slightly less time to react to the shot. You’d think that 
it wouldn’t mean much, but when you only get a fraction of a 
second to look at the angle, you have a worse chance of 
stopping the puck.  

You may also have noticed that Gunler’s shot is powerful 
with a lot of speed behind it. It’s even hard to see the shot 
because of how quick it is. For me, Gunler’s shot checks all 
of the boxes. It’s hard, accurate and the shot release is near 
perfect. He may not be Alex Ovechkin, but if he makes it to 
the NHL, you’re looking at a player that can score 20+ per 
season.  

An underrated aspect of Gunler’s game is how strong he is 
with the puck on his stick. He’ll work hard to maintain 
possession of the puck and can protect it from an attacking 
defender. Gunler is also exceptionally smart, knowing when 
to offload the puck if the pressure becomes too great. This 
play might be my favorite play from Gunler this past season. 
He outworks a player along the boards and then makes a 
nice pass out front for a goal. It’s not overly flashy but it 
highlights Gunler’s strength and hockey sense nicely. 

I love the way Gunler sees the ice. He constantly looks to 
make a play, regardless of whether or not the puck is on his 
stick. If he does have it on his stick, he looks to create space 
to shoot or to find open space for a pass. If he doesn’t have 
the puck, he’ll break down gaps in the defensive coverage in 
order to get into a position to score. This play highlights 
Gunler’s vision. Take a look at how quickly he notices a bad 
line change here. 

Of course, it isn’t all great with Gunler. While his defensive 
game isn’t the worst, I do find that he can be chasing the 
puck a little too often. Gunler can also be guilty of trying to do 
too much with the puck, which can lead to turnovers or a low 
danger shot. 

This play doesn’t need to happen. He tries to stickhandle and 
it goes poorly, forcing him to take a careless penalty while 
trying to get the puck back. Now, I will say that this is likely 
due to some growing pains at the AHL level. The ice is a lot 
smaller in the AHL and Gunler likely isn’t used to not having 
as much space to deke, or as much time to make a decision. 
If that is in fact the case, Gunler will be able to work that 
habit out of his game as he continues to play in North 
America. 

Vasiliy Ponomarev, C 

NHL ETA: 2023 or 2024 

Ponomarev and Drury play a very similar brand of hockey, 
although I believe that Ponomarev might have more to give 
offensively than what we’ve seen thus far. He’s a very good 
defensive forward that is also a pain to play against, and I’d 
also argue that he’s not too far off from the NHL. His game is 
suited for the NHL. He’s responsible in his own end, plays 
with a ton of pace, can play at center or on the wing and has 
middle six upside offensively. Ponomarev is a gifted 
playmaker that came to the AHL and earned a permanent 
role on the Wolves roster, putting up ten points in 11 regular 
season games and appearing in 18 playoff games en route 
to the Calder Cup championship. While I expect Ponomarev 
to take another year at the AHL level to develop the offensive 
side of his game, it’s clear that he has what it takes to be a 

solid NHL player. His production dipped against some of the 
better AHL teams, which means that he has some work to do 
in order to elevate his offensive game. I see a tenacious 
forechecker and a player that can create offense out of a 
tough situation.  

Ponomarev rose up the ranks after joining the Wolves 
towards the end of the season. What started out as a trial on 
the fourth line quickly became a permanent top nine role for 
Ponomarev, who had spent most of the season bouncing 
between leagues in Russia. Ponomarev’s vision has been 
impressive early on. His ability to place passes exactly where 
they need to be in order to result in a goal is nothing short of 
impressive, and his ability to see the open areas of ice is 
equally as impressive.  

Ponomarev’s skating and grittiness in the offensive zone 
made him a pain to play against this past season. He’d wear 
down defenses and constantly hound pucks, making things 
difficult for the opposition. They’d struggle to clear, and more 
often than not would turn the puck over in the process.  

I’ve mentioned Ponomarev’s grittiness and the fact that he’s 
a pain to play against, so let’s now talk about his skill for a 
bit. Ponomarev is incredibly smart and a great playmaker, 
but the roles that he has filled with his teams in recent years 
haven’t allowed for much creativity. Ponomarev has been 
relied upon to be a defense-first forward, so plays like the 
following clip are a little surprising. 

He’s such a fun player, and with added responsibility in 
Chicago this upcoming season, it’s likely that we see him 
blossom offensively. I don’t see Ponomarev being much of a 
scorer in the NHL when he does make the jump. Based on 
what I’ve seen, Ponomarev possesses a pretty average shot 
that can be good enough to score goals at the NHL level, but 
not one that can be a true threat if he gets open space. 
Ponomarev will likely create a lot of goals from in close, 
knocking in rebounds and getting a little bit of room to deke 
around the goalie.  

Tuukka Tieksola, RW 

NHL ETA: 2024 

If Tuukka Tieksola can find a way to reach his ceiling, he’s 
going to be one of the most talented players on the ice. He 
has elite hockey sense, can weave through defenses and 
make plays that most other players can’t. He may not be at 
the Aho or Teravainen level in terms of hockey sense or 
playmaking ability, but his skill level can push him into an 
NHL top six if the chips fall right. The issue is that Tieksola is 
still very slight and isn’t able to penetrate the middle of the 
ice, so he is left to the perimeter and isn’t nearly as effective 
from the outside. He’s a player that I’d love to see on the 
Wolves this season because I really do believe in this player. 
There’s a fair amount of risk given how slight he is, but 
Tieksola can absolutely wow you with his skill. Tieksola was 
at his best during the 2020-2021 season, which, 
coincidentally, was his rookie year in the Finnish men’s 
league. This past year, injuries and a deeper team held him 
out of the lineup. I still believe in the player, although I do 
acknowledge the fact that Tieksola is a long shot to make it 
to the NHL. Let me highlight a few plays from Tieksola that I 
like. First, an assist on the power play. 
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Next, his skating, elusiveness, hockey sense and passing 
ability, all in a short video. 

Another example of his strong skating, this time in GIF form. 

Tieksola makes his mark in the offensive zone, utilizing elite 
speed and hockey sense in order to create offense. I haven’t 
seen many other players that are capable of seeing the ice 
as well as Tieksola is, and that includes NHL players. 
Tieksola’s vision checks all the boxes. He can find an open 
patch of ice, spot breakdowns in coverage or a blind spot, 
and spot teammates when they’re joining the rush. Tieksola’s 
playmaking can be elite, but he does tend to avoid contact. If 
there’s pressure coming, he may offload the puck a little too 
early, killing the offensive rush. Tieksola utilizes his elite 
speed and puck skills to weave his way through defenses, 
which can help him get to the middle at the Liiga level, but 
he’ll need to add weight in order to do the same at the NHL 
level. This is a player that has a ton of offensive upside, but a 
fair amount of risk. Alexander Pashin is a similar player in the 
sense that both are highly skilled wingers that are very light 
and play on the perimeter. Both players will likely be with 
Chicago this year, so they’ll likely be fighting for ice time. I 
love the way Tieksola sees the ice, but he’ll need to get a lot 
stronger before I can comfortably say that he’s an NHL level 
prospect. 

Alexander Pashin, RW 

NHL ETA: 2023/24 

Speaking of Pashin, let’s talk about him now. Pashin signing 
this early was a huge surprise to me. When Pashin was 
drafted, the rumor surrounding him was that he was ultra 
loyal to his KHL team and was going to stay in Russia for a 
while. That and his size caused him to fall to the Hurricanes 
in the seventh round in the 2020 draft. Carolina has made a 
habit of drafting players that have been public sphere 
favorites in the draft, and Pashin was one of those players. 
He was ranked as high as the second round by some due to 
his high end offensive talent, so this had the makings of a 
steal if the Hurricanes were able to convince him to come to 
North America. Here we are two years later, looking at the 
possibility of Alexander Pashin’s North American debut 
coming as soon as this fall. This is an exciting thing for the 
Hurricanes because they’re adding a prospect with legitimate 
offensive skill and upside a lot earlier than they may have 
thought possible when he was drafted. Pashin’s speed and 
electrifying skill should make him a favorite and I can’t wait to 
see him play in Chicago this season. He could be a 
legitimate difference maker on that roster, both at even 
strength and on the power play.  

Pashin has stood out in every game that I’ve watched since 
he was drafted. In both years, he was a cut above the rest of 
the competition in the MHL, which makes it frustrating to 
watch since you know he could be playing against men in the 
KHL. Pashin’s skating is elite and it allows for him to create 
offense off of the rush and gain separation from his 
opponents. Pashin’s elite speed means that he can create 
zone entries all by himself, so he’s a real threat on the rush. 
Wingers usually don’t generate as many zone entries as 
Pashin can, but since he’s such a good skater and a smart 
player on top of that, it works. Pashin is the driving force 
behind any line that he’s on, and he combines his skating 

and hockey sense with a strong offensive tool kit. Pashin’s 
shot release is dangerously good and he is able to score 
from high to medium danger areas.  

Here’s an example of the elite skating that Pashin 
possesses. 

There are some aspects of his game that need improvement, 
however. Pashin can occasionally be guilty of holding onto 
the puck for too long and skating it into a turnover or board 
battle. He’ll be playing with better linemates in the AHL, but 
at the same time, the competition will be stronger too. He’ll 
need to work on getting rid of the puck before trouble arrives. 
Obviously, since Pashin is an undersized forward, he’ll need 
to get stronger and improve defensively. He’s skilled enough 
to make an impact at the AHL level right now, but in order to 
be given more responsibilities and ice time, Pashin will have 
to get stronger and work on his defensive game. 

Ville Koivunen, C, LW 

NHL ETA: 2024 

Ville Koivunen has the potential to be special. What he lacks 
in foot speed he makes up for in hockey sense and work 
ethic. You’d be hard pressed to find a player that’s smarter 
than Koivunen when he’s on the ice, and I doubt you can find 
a player work harder than he can too. Koivunen’s feet are 
constantly moving and he never takes a shift off, which 
makes up for a lot of the issues in his skating ability. He’s not 
the fastest player but the fact that he keeps his feet moving 
means that he’s always changing the angle and getting into a 
better shooting or passing lane. Koivunen can pick apart the 
game with the best of them, constantly seeing three moves 
ahead in order to create offense. In addition to his hockey 
sense, Koivunen has a wicked shot and is a gifted playmaker 
in the offensive zone.  

He could be a true dual threat at the NHL level in a very 
short time. He looked great at the men’s level last season, 
and while his play in the second half of the season was a 
little inconsistent, he inspired a lot of confidence moving 
forward. While the World Juniors may have been brief, his 
line with Brad Lambert and Samuel Helenius was easily 
Finland’s best. Koivunen has legitimate top six upside and 
the sky’s the limit if his foot speed improves. Even if his 
skating is average, there’s still a good chance that Koivunen 
could hold his own on a team’s top line. There’s so much 
about his game that translates to the NHL. Koivunen’s 
hockey sense is elite, as is his shot, and I feel that this clip 
highlights both aspects of his game. 

The awareness to recognize a bad pass and press the attack 
is impressive, as is the shot that results in a goal. 

Right now, the biggest concern for me is Koivunen’s skating. 
He has had a rough go of things dating back to the second 
half of the season, where his production slowed down 
drastically. I believe that some of those issues are due to his 
foot speed being below average. Koivunen is a smart player 
and tries to not get behind the play, but his poor foot speed 
means that he’ll often be lagging behind by a step or two. 
That small amount of distance can be the difference between 
a goal and a blocked shot, a pass and an interception, or 
something else. 
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Dominik Bokk, RW 

NHL ETA: not likely 

Dominik Bokk might be the most frustrating prospect in the 
Hurricanes’ pipeline. As far as individual skill goes, you’re not 
going to find a player more talented than Bokk. He’s a wizard 
with the puck on his stick and has shown flashes of 
legitimate goal scoring ability throughout his time in the 
organization. That being said, I don’t know if I’ve ever seen a 
player play a more selfish game. Bokk doesn’t know what to 
do with the puck if he gets under pressure, and he sure as 
hell isn’t going to turn to his teammates for help. He’d rather 
skate the puck into coverage and turn it over rather than dish 
the puck to a teammate, and it’s an infuriating thing to watch. 
He has a sort of “fine, I’ll do it myself” mentality that results in 
a large amount of turnovers and very little offense. If Bokk is 
carrying the puck in transition, you can usually count on that 
play resulting in a dump in or a turnover. It’s very rare for a 
team to give up on a top prospect so early in his 
development, but that’s exactly what the Hurricanes did 
when they loaned Bokk out to Germany this past season. It 
appears that they do not want to have him back in the AHL 
for the upcoming season, either, as he has been loaned to 
Germany once again.  

Bokk rarely looked elite at the men’s level, largely due to the 
fact that he relied on individual skill rather than his 
teammates. Sure, he could dominate the U20 ranks and 
skate circles around defenses, but as soon as the 
competition strengthened, Bokk was outclassed. Bokk had 
an outstanding World Junior Championship during the 2019-
20 season, scoring six goals and finishing with eight points in 
seven games. He does well for a brief stretch after the World 
Juniors but quickly fell down the depth chart and out of favor 
with his team’s coaching staff. Then, COVID struck and his 
season was cut short. The following season, Bokk can barely 
manage a depth role with Djurgarden in Sweden and agrees 
to terminate his contract. Bokk played in a decent role with 
Chicago afterwards, finishing with 18 points in 29 games and 
looking like he could be a legitimate offensive prospect after 
a disappointing tenure with the Hurricanes up until that point. 
Sadly, Bokk was once again outclassed as the AHL returned 
to normal.  

I don’t expect Bokk to be with the organization beyond this 
season. It’s pretty clear that he was unable to carve out a full 
time role with the Wolves this past season. With the 
Hurricanes deciding to loan him to Germany once again, it’s 
clear that they don’t see a role opening up for him anytime 
soon, either. Bokk was the premier prospect traded to 
Carolina in the Justin Faulk trade, along with Joel 
Edmundson, and now we’re left with Lucas Mercuri and 
Yegor Naumov to show for it. 

Gleb Trikozov, LW 

NHL ETA: 2025 

Gleb Trikozov might be the forward with the highest upside in 
the system, as he’s the only forward prospect that I could 
realistically see being a legitimate top line forward at the NHL 
level. Obviously, this is going to take a lot of development, 
but there’s a chance that Trikozov could be a star. He has 
the puck skills, goal scoring and playmaking ability 
necessary, plus the fact that his skating is borderline elite. 

The biggest question with Trikozov thus far has been his 
inconsistent play both in his own end and in the offensive 
zone. His effort level can wane a bit, but to me, I see a player 
that has outgrown the competition in the Russian junior 
league. Trikozov needs a new challenge because it’s clear 
that he is miles ahead of the competition in the MHL.  

Few players can impact the game in the way Trikozov can. 
He’s a scoring threat from just about anywhere on the ice 
and if there isn’t a shooting lane available, he is able to gain 
separation from defenders and make a pass to an open 
teammate. Trikozov possesses excellent one on one 
attacking skill as well as the ability to cut through multiple 
defenders using various dekes. His defensive game needs 
polishing, and the consistency will need to be improved, but 
this is a player with the potential to be special. Trikozov was 
a favorite of my colleagues at Smaht Scouting this past 
season. We ranked him eighth on our final board, which was 
much higher than consensus. Our belief was that at his best, 
Trikozov had some of the highest upside in the class and the 
potential to be a top player in the NHL. Most of the forward 
prospects in the system are likely to be middle six forwards 
at the NHL level. Prospects such as Gunler and Koivunen 
have a chance to play on the first line, but the more likely 
outcome is that they slot somewhere in the middle six. 
Trikozov is the only player that I could realistically see being 
a top line player at his peak. 

I love watching Trikozov when he’s at his best because he 
has that wow factor that can get you out of your seat. This 
pass highlights Trikozov’s ability to know where his 
teammates are without taking a look. 

Not many players are able to execute like Trikozov can. 
There’s a certain level of skill and hockey sense needed to 
make this sort of pass, and the fact that Trikozov can do it 
with such little effort is incredible. This next play highlights 
Trikozov’s skating ability. 

If he gets a step faster, he’ll be unstoppable against men in 
the KHL. Trikozov doesn’t score but creates two scoring 
chances in the process. Finally, Trikozov’s skill with the puck, 
skating and shooting on full display. 

Alexander Perevalov, LW 

NHL ETA: 2026 

Perevalov is a fascinating prospect. His highs from this past 
season were up there with Trikozov’s, but his lows were 
incredibly low. Perevalov went from having a first half of the 
season that made him look like a legitimate first round 
prospect to a second half that had some wondering if he’d be 
selected in the top 100 at all. The Hurricanes elected to draft 
Perevalov early in the third round, betting on his upside and 
taking a chance on a player that may not have had the best 
season overall. Perevalov’s tool kit is an exciting one. He’s a 
winger with solid size that skates about as well as any player 
I’ve seen at that age. The kid can absolutely fly and his quick 
burst of speed gives him the separation needed to blow past 
defenders with little difficulty.  

Perevalov can shift into overdrive on a whim, instantly upping 
the pace and catching defenders by surprise. In my viewings 
of the player, I’ve noticed that his hands and mind aren’t able 
to keep up with his feet at times. If he’s moving at a high 
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pace, the puck will sometimes jump his stick or he’ll push the 
puck too far ahead, lessening the danger of his chances. 
This will hopefully work itself out as Perevalov continues to 
develop. If it does, you’re looking at a winger that can dictate 
the pace of play and pose a threat both as a goal scorer and 
as a playmaker at the NHL level. I clipped this play from 
Perevalov earlier in the summer. It immediately stood out 
because of how quickly Perevalov is able to get up to top 
speed. That sort of elite acceleration and top speed alone 
could create offense since so few players will be able to keep 
up with that sort of pure speed.  

Now, we have a play where Perevalov’s skating gives him 
separation and leads to a goal. 

The Athletic’s Corey Pronman gave Perevalov’s skating a 
“below NHL average” grade, which I strongly disagree with. 
There may be times where he doesn’t look engaged, but 
Perevalov’s top speed and crossover skating are both above 
average or elite, in my book. His hands need to keep up with 
his feet, however. Perevalov can lose the puck because he’s 
moving so fast that he can’t keep the puck on his stick, so in 
the future, I’d like to see him establish more control. Still, this 
is a player that will be worth keeping an eye on over the 
course of his development. It’s clear that his shooting and 
skating are some of his better qualities, but I’ve also enjoyed 
watching Perevalov play in his own end. He has some skill 
with the puck and I could see him being a nice addition to 
Carolina’s middle six in the future. 

Patrik Puistola, LW 

NHL ETA: 2024/25 

I was incredibly high on Puistola in his draft year, but his play 
since the draft has caused me to cool on the player a good 
bit. I believe that I got too excited about the individual skill 
that he flashed against players in his age group and ignored 
the obvious issues with his skating and overall projectability. 
Like Bokk, Puistola is a player with a lot of individual skill that 
can sometimes struggle with utilizing his teammates in the 
play. Unlike Bokk, Puistola has shown improvements in that 
area from year to year. I’ve seen Puistola take a large step 
forward since joining Jukurit in Finland, but unfortunately, I 
still don’t know if he’s an NHL prospect.  

While his power play numbers have been solid, his play at 
even strength has been poor and I don’t see him making as 
much of an impact as I would like to. In order to play in the 
NHL, you have to be able to create offense at even strength, 
and I don’t see Puistola do that on a regular basis. Puistola 
does have some traits that still give me hope, such as his 
skill with the puck, his goal scoring ability and his hockey 
sense. You can build on that, but if he can’t put the whole 
package together this season, I can’t see the Hurricanes 
giving him an NHL contract. Puistola also struggles 
defensively, which makes me worry about the Hurricanes’ 
staff not trusting him with any responsibility. 

Puistola has a certain level of skill with the puck on his stick 
that can be electrifying at times. Take this time for example, 
where he manages to score the lacrosse move, Michigan, 
Svech, or whatever you want to call it. 

The skill is there, but to this day, I haven’t seen Puistola 
dominate on a consistent basis. He’s not nearly as effective 

at even strength and I’m now seeing a player that likely 
becomes a complementary third line winger if he makes it to 
the NHL.  

From my viewings of Puistola, I’ve seen a frustrating player. I 
see the individual skill that could make him an exciting player 
to watch and one that is constantly appearing on highlight 
reels. He possesses a wicked shot and can do things with 
the puck that few players can. When he’s on his game, I’m 
sold on the player because I see the potential for a great 
offensive winger. The issue is that Puistola isn’t on his game 
on a consistent basis, and oftentimes his best moments are 
on the power play. I see a player that sort of drifts along and 
doesn’t make a ton of noise unless the puck is on his stick. 
When the puck isn’t on his stick, he’s almost invisible in the 
offensive zone. Yes, there’s the threat of his shot, but that 
can be blocked. 

Jackson Blake, RW 

NHL ETA: 2026 

Before the season began, I didn’t know a ton about Blake. I 
hadn’t seen him play and while his numbers looked great, 
they were at the high school level. This past year, I was able 
to watch Blake play a top role on one of the best teams in the 
USHL. I came away impressed with the player in most of my 
viewings. His skating and skill with the puck on his stick 
jumped out in every game, and even when he wasn’t 
showing up on the score sheet, Blake was creating scoring 
chances. He’s definitely more of a playmaker, and while he 
has a decent shot, he’s more of a pass first player.  

The Hurricanes don’t have another player like Blake in their 
pipeline, though. I’d argue that the closest player to Blake 
from a stylistic standpoint is Massimo Rizzo, but Rizzo plays 
a different position than Blake does. Blake relies on 
quickness and creativity with the puck in order to create 
offense. The way that Blake is able to scan the ice and pick 
apart the defense while making passes to set up his 
teammates is nothing short of impressive, and he has an 
underrated shot that he started to use more and more as the 
season went on. He is able to win most one-on-one battles 
due to his stickhandling and speed, which makes up for the 
fact that he’s a very slight player. Blake’s play along the 
boards is in need of improvement, and while he is bound to 
add more muscle over the course of his development, I don’t 
believe that it’ll ever be a strength of his. I’m excited to see 
Blake take the next step in his development. He’ll be playing 
for North Dakota in the NCAA next year, which means the 
physicality will ramp up and there will be less time to make 
decisions. There may be some struggles early on, but Blake 
is a smart enough player to adapt to these changes relatively 
quickly.  

This clip is what happens when I go down a few goals in 
NHL and switch the difficulty to rookie in order to get back in 
the game. 

Blake’s elusiveness makes him a fun player to watch at the 
USHL level and inspires confidence that he’ll be able to 
dodge a lot of physical contact in college. This next play is 
another example of that elusiveness, once again resulting in 
a goal. 
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Zion Nybeck, RW 

NHL ETA: 2026 

I’ve struggled to get a read on Nybeck as a prospect since 
he was drafted. On one hand, I see loads of creativity and 
offensive upside, but on the other, I see an undersized 
forward whose average skating is holding him back. That, 
coupled with a team that didn’t seem content with giving him 
legitimate minutes, has raised some concerns. While there’s 
no doubt in my mind that Nybeck was too good for the U20 
league back in the 2020-21 season, he may have been 
better suited starting in the second league, 
HockeyAllsvenskan, as opposed to the SHL. Nybeck’s stint 
with Almtuna that season was excellent. In three games, he 
looked like the dominant offensive player that he could be. 
So when HV71 was demoted to HockeyAllsvenskan, I was 
excited to see what Nybeck could do.  

Then, his team decided to sign a whole bunch of forwards 
and push out their young talent such as Victor Olofsson, who 
subsequently moved on to Barrie of the OHL. Nybeck was 
once again relegated to fourth line minutes and was unable 
to make an impact on the ice. The good thing about the 
Swedish second league is that it’s actually a very competitive 
league, rivaling some of the top leagues in other countries. 
Nybeck will be playing for AIK in the Allsvenskan next 
season, which will hopefully give him the opportunity that he 
has needed all along.  

I mentioned that Nybeck is both an extremely creative player 
and a poor skater. The skating has proved to be an issue for 
Nybeck at this point in his development, while the creativity 
hasn’t gotten the chance to blossom yet. Nybeck has been 
playing in leagues that are very defense-heavy, so he has 
struggled to find ways to create offense at this pace. Getting 
away from HV71 may prove to be the change that he needs 
in order to take the next step in his development, however. 
They seem to be focused on giving him the opportunity to 
succeed in his role, and if he can get a step or two faster this 
year, it’ll go a long way. Nybeck isn’t that far off from being 
an impact player in Sweden, and improving his skating will 
get him to that point. 

Cruz Lucius, RW 

NHL ETA: 2026/27 

Lucius struggled with injuries this past year, so it’s hard to 
say if the player we saw this past season is as good as the 
player that he can be. When I watch Lucius, I see a smart 
player with good playmaking instincts and a shot that can 
beat NHL goalies with some refinement. Lucius is good 
along the boards and can win battles in the dirty areas, which 
is why I believe that there’s bottom six upside here. The 
biggest question that I have with Lucius is his skating. His 
top speed is pretty slow and he isn’t the quickest when it 
comes to getting to his top speed either. Luckily, his brand of 
hockey doesn’t require him to be the fastest player, but he’ll 
at least need to be able to keep pace if he wants to make it 
to the NHL. Otherwise, he’ll be a bigger pylon than Dion 
Phaneuf. 

Lucius had a really strong performance at the U18s, where 
he showcased his playmaking ability. I thought that he was 
able to see the ice at an above average level, spotting 

players through coverage and making a few breakout passes 
that impressed me. The U18s gave Lucius the opportunity 
that he wasn’t afforded with the NTDP, too. He was in a 
depth role with the NTDP due to his injuries and other 
players working their way up the depth chart in his absence. 
At the U18s, Lucius was able to showcase more of his skills 
in a bigger role. Based on what I’ve seen from Lucius thus 
far, he’s a player that is built for college hockey. He plays a 
heavy game and shouldn’t have any trouble adjusting to the 
physicality of college hockey. That sort of game will make his 
transition up a level easier and may give Wisconsin’s 
coaching staff more reasons to play him. 

Robert Orr, C/RW 

NHL ETA: 2026/27 

Last year, when I profiled Orr, I mentioned that he reminded 
me of Brock McGinn. Orr possesses a lot of the qualities that 
I liked about McGinn, such as his skating, grit and ability to 
win puck battles. Orr will never give up on a play and will 
make life difficult for defenders trying to break the puck out of 
the zone, creating turnovers and forcing defenders to make 
rushed passes that lead to nothing. I have yet to see a ton of 
offensive upside from Orr, however, which has been my 
biggest concern. He can absolutely fly and has had his 
moments of greatness, but nothing on a consistent basis. I 
don’t see him being a goal scorer at the NHL level, nor do I 
see a ton of playmaking potential. Orr hasn’t dominated a 
shift in any of my viewings. He has always been present and 
a thorn in the side of defenses, but he hasn’t shown elite skill 
that makes me think he could be a top nine forward. With 
that being said, his “intangibles” and his forechecking 
prowess make me believe that there’s some fourth line 
potential here. If Orr takes a step forward offensively this 
season, I might change my tune. Otherwise, I’m not sure if 
he’ll earn an NHL contract. 

I’m so iffy on Orr because he hasn’t taken a step offensively. 
He’s always present in the offensive zone and can be a pain 
on the forecheck, but he isn’t a finisher and his playmaking 
ability is only average to slightly above average. Nothing 
about his game pops other than his pace and hard work 
forechecking and backchecking. Now, that’s not necessarily 
going to bar him from turning pro. Spencer Smallman was a 
similar player in junior and earned a pro contract. Smallman 
was pretty average offensively but played well enough in all 
three zones to warrant a contract, gradually working his way 
into a strong depth role on a Calder Cup winning team.  

Now, there’s always a chance that Orr breaks out, especially 
now that he has been traded to Gatineau in the QMJHL. He 
has shown flashes of offensive upside, such as with his shot. 

Justin Robidas, C 

NHL ETA: 2025 

If you know me, you know that I’m the type of person that 
values a player’s talent level, not how tall they are. Robidas 
may be on the smaller side, but when I watch him play, I see 
a player that is able to work around the challenges that come 
with being his size. Robidas is a strong skater with an elite 
shot, arguably up there with Gunler and Trikozov in the 
Hurricanes’ system. He plays a responsible two way game 
as well, complete with strong board battles and a physical 
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brand of hockey. It’s clear that he has taken lessons from his 
father, who played in over 900 NHL games.  

Robidas plays a pro style and doesn’t sacrifice defense for 
skill. He’ll make the smart play, which will help him earn the 
trust of an NHL coaching staff as he continues to develop. 
Now, I don’t see the top six upside that some were claiming 
he had at the draft, but I do see a nice scoring winger that 
can be the trigger man on a team’s second power play unit. 
He’s likely limited to a third line role, and at most, 15-20 
goals a year. Still, that would be tremendous value for a fifth 
round pick. Robidas will likely be traded to Quebec when the 
QMJHL trading period opens up in December. He’ll get to 
play for a legitimate contender, which is exciting. 

Justin Robidas might be one of the better shooters in 
Carolina’s pipeline. There’s a ton of power behind his shot 
and he has pinpoint accuracy, leading me to believe that he’ll 
be a sniper at the next level. Robidas’ shot, elite skating and 
strong defensive play lead me to believe that he’ll be an NHL 
player.  

Robidas may take some time, especially since he’ll need to 
add some more muscle, but these types of plays lead me to 
believe that there’s middle six upside.  

Robidas stood out at the 2021 prospects showcase in 
Tampa when I went to see the Hurricanes play. He was one 
of the quickest skaters on the ice and didn’t show a lot of 
panic in his game. Robidas generated a number of scoring 
chances, and even though his line didn’t score, he looked 
like one of the best players on the ice. I was impressed with 
Robidas’ tenacity on the forecheck and I felt that his play in 
his own end was a lot stronger than I had expected. When I 
watched Robidas play in the QMJHL this past season, my 
opinion on the player remained the same. He was one of the 
best players on the ice both at creating offense and at 
attacking on the rush.  

Kirill Slepets, W 

NHL ETA: not likely 

Pretty soon, I’ll stop considering Slepets a prospect. He has 
yet to break into the KHL, even on some atrocious teams, 
and he didn’t appear to be a difference maker in Finland 
during his brief stint with Karpat last season. Slepets is a 
great skater that can score goals, but I haven’t seen a ton 
else in terms of projectable tools. He was a fine bet back in 
2019 because he was coming off of a really good season, 
but since then, Slepets has bounced around from team to 
team and struggled to earn ice time. It’s hard for me to see 
where Slepets fits in moving forward. The Hurricanes 
technically have no timeline to sign Slepets as his signing 
rights expire, but even if Slepets becomes an NHL player, 
that will take a long time. 

Lucas Mercuri, C 

NHL ETA: 2026 

Mercuri has all of the tools you look for in a bottom six 
center. He’s incredibly tall and strong, skates well, plays a 
responsible two-way game and has some playmaking ability. 
While I don’t believe that Mercuri will ever light the world on 
fire offensively, I do see a solid player with a lot of physical 
tools that’ll carry him to the pros. I thought that he looked fine 

as a freshman at UMass, and while his offensive game 
wasn’t on display, his two way game was quite good. He’ll 
get an increased role this season, which should allow for 
some more offensive development and ideally, some power 
play opportunities.  

Mercuri showed flashes of playmaking ability in the USHL 
and was a primary point machine, creating opportunities from 
around the crease. Mercuri is at his best when he’s taking up 
space in the offensive zone, utilizing his 6’3” 192-pound 
frame. He’ll outmuscle players and get to the front of the net, 
where he’ll draw attention to himself and make a perfect 
pass to a teammate for a scoring chance. Mercuri likely 
spends the next three seasons at UMass before signing his 
NHL contract. For the Hurricanes, there’s no sense in signing 
Mercuri early since they have a lot of center depth, and for 
Mercuri, it’s a great idea to get his degree while he can.  

Mercuri didn’t break out offensively this past year, and while 
he did make a few nice plays, he was a depth forward on a 
very strong team. His line played more of a checking role, 
which limited the amount of offensive opportunities he had. 
Mercuri might get more of an opportunity to break out 
offensively this upcoming season due to some departures at 
UMass, so he’ll be a player to watch. Mercuri has great 
hands for a player his size and his vision and ability to 
generate primary points makes him a player to watch. 

Kevin Wall, RW 

NHL ETA: 2024 

I believe that Wall will break out this year. He’s heading into 
his senior year and will be relied upon to be one of his team’s 
top scorers for the third year in a row. I’ve seen steady 
progress in Wall’s game since his freshman year at Penn 
State, especially with his goal scoring. Wall seems like a 
power forward that can be a scoring threat in transition. 
Generally, he’s a nuisance for other teams due to his skating 
speed and the ability to beat goaltenders with an NHL level 
shot.  

The biggest questions that I have with Wall are whether or 
not he’ll be able to be more than just a quick shooter at the 
NHL level and whether or not he can improve his defensive 
game. I haven’t seen a lot of playmaking ability from Wall, 
which is fine if you consider he’s a natural goal scorer, but it 
would still be nice to see him make a few plays every now 
and then. Wall finds a lot of success after creating turnovers, 
as his strong skating can push him past a defense and on a 
breakaway, where he is able to capitalize. This works well at 
the NCAA level, but he will need to work on making himself 
more of a consistent scoring threat if he is to play in the NHL. 

Wall could be an NHL player, but when I’ve sat down to 
watch his games, the biggest questions that I have are his 
defensive zone play and his average passing ability. I’d 
argue that nothing about Wall’s game is elite, and even 
though he’s a good goal scorer, he’s likely capped out at 15-
20 goals at the NHL level. With Wall, I’ll need to see his 
overall game improve. If Carolina elects to sign Wall after his 
senior year, it’ll be a two year contract. That first year will 
give the development staff a good idea of where Wall is at as 
a pro player, as well as what his future may look like as far 
as the NHL is concerned.  
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Nikita Guslistov, C 

NHL ETA: 2025 

It wasn’t that long ago where the Hurricanes would refuse to 
draft Russian players, and now, Guslistov is one of twelve 
Russian players in the organization. Guslistov is a player that 
could be a nice pick somewhere down the road. His skating 
and hockey sense stand out as things that could be assets, 
but where I’m really impressed with Guslistov is his play in 
the defensive zone. He’s a strong defensive forward, 
especially for a player his size. Guslistov blocks a ton of 
shots and never gives up on a play, making life difficult for 
the opposition. I’ve only seen flashes of high end skill, such 
as his shooting ability on the rush, but this is a player that 
could play NHL games. His game isn’t overly exciting or 
dynamic, but he makes the smart plays and does a lot of little 
things well.  

Guslistov is a fine prospect. I can see the tools that made 
Carolina feel the need to take a chance on him. He’s an 
above average skater, a strong defensive forward, smart, 
and makes his linemates better. He’ll sacrifice the body to 
prevent shots on goal, he’ll always make the right pass if it 
means getting a better scoring chance, and he’ll make sure 
to take a shot if he feels that it’s the best course of action. 
Guslistov is a player whose main goal is to be a team player, 
which is going to make him an easy player to coach.  

Massimo Rizzo, C 

NHL ETA: 2024 

Massimo Rizzo is a fascinating case study. He was drafted 
with the second to last pick in the 2019 draft and played in 
the BCHL the following season, where he struggled with 
injuries. He missed the entirety of his next season and 
changed his commitment from the University of North Dakota 
to Denver University. When Rizzo started with Denver, I 
didn’t know what to expect. I liked the player in his draft year, 
as I had come across him while watching Canes prospect 
Jack LaFontaine with the Penticton Vees.  

Rizzo’s hands and skating ability stood out to me, but I felt 
that overall, his game needed a dynamic element that wasn’t 
always there. Couple that with the amount of time he missed 
and it’s fair to say that I was unsure of whether or not Rizzo 
could be an impact player. I can confidently say now that 
Rizzo is a really good prospect that could be one of the top 
playmakers in the NCAA next season. His hands and skating 
are still high end, and he has been able to grow his passing 
game leaps and bounds since his draft year.  

Rizzo has also become a more confident shooter and I’d 
consider him to be a dual threat in the offensive zone right 
now. This play is really nice because, instead of losing the 
puck or taking an off balance shot, he gets the puck to a 
teammate, finds open ice, and scores. He never gives up on 
the play and is rewarded, which is a great thing to see.  

There’s a lot to like about how Rizzo plays. He can make 
decisions at top speed, will outwork the opposition in the 
offensive zone, he’ll be a pain on the forecheck and a 
lightning fast player on the rush. Rizzo’s game centers 
around his skating. Players at the NCAA level have a hard 
time keeping up with him, and even if they can contain him in 
a certain area, Rizzo is constantly scanning the ice for a 

passing opportunity and will safely pass the puck to a 
teammate before he skates the puck into trouble. I could see 
Rizzo being a middle six forward for the Hurricanes in the 
future. There’s a lot to like about his game and he’s only 
going to get better with Denver. I could see the Hurricanes 
wanting to get Rizzo to turn pro after this season, especially 
given the lack of center depth in the AHL. 

Ryan Dzingel, C/W 

NHL ETA: call-up 

Hurricanes fans should have some familiarity with Dzingel. 
Dzingel hasn’t been the same since he was traded from 
Ottawa to Columbus, going from a top scoring forward to a 
player that has struggled to establish himself at the NHL 
level. This year, I’m expecting Dzingel to be incredibly 
motivated. Not only is he fighting for a job with the 
Hurricanes, he’s fighting to get his career back on track. 
Dzingel has the opportunity to earn a depth role with 
Carolina, one that could possibly evolve into a more 
permanent role if he performs well. Before his time in 
Carolina, Dzingel was a strong complementary scorer in a 
middle six role. Adding an extra scoring option would be a 
welcome addition with Max Pacioretty out for an extended 
period of time. And, if the Dzingel can get back to his former 
level of production, the Hurricanes get cheap depth scoring.  

Historically, the issue with Dzingel’s style of play has been 
his poor defensive play. It’s what caused his ice time with the 
Hurricanes to dip, and it’s obviously a concern heading into 
this season. And, with Dzingel playing in a depth role, he 
wasn’t able to make as much of an impact in the offensive 
zone. It’s possible that Dzingel is just here to be a 13th 
forward, or that he’s here to be a veteran scoring presence 
for Chicago this year. Either way, Dzingel brings some 
offense that is needed at various levels in the organization, 
regardless of the role. 

Lane Pederson, C 

NHL ETA: call-up 

Pederson was an underrated acquisition when the 
Hurricanes made the trade for Brent Burns, but it’s not 
because he’ll be a great NHL player. While he can play NHL 
games, I fully expect Pederson to be in the top six for 
Chicago this upcoming season. The Wolves’ top centers 
after Pederson are Suzuki, Ponomarev, Rees, Mattheos and 
Murray. I’m fairly confident that Rees and Mattheos will play 
on the wing this season, and Murray may be a depth forward 
for Chicago. Suzuki and Ponomarev will likely be fighting for 
top six ice time, but it’s still a very thin depth chart. Pederson 
isn’t exactly a veteran, but he’s a proven AHL player that can 
put up solid numbers while contributing defensively as well.  

From watching Pederson’s NHL games, it’s clear that his 
skating isn’t good enough to keep up at the NHL level. 
Pederson is an average skater but can’t gain separation in 
the NHL. He’ll get involved in the forecheck and make a few 
strong plays in both end, but for the most part, he can’t 
create offense or defend on the rush. Pederson is able to 
make more of an impact at the AHL level and can be used as 
a call up option if the Hurricanes are looking to keep their 
prospects in the AHL so they can develop.. 
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Mackenzie MacEachern, LW 

NHL ETA: call-up 

MacEachern was fantastic for Springfield in the playoffs this 
past season, providing scoring and a spark when his team 
needed it the most. MacEachern also has close to 300 
games played at the professional level, so he brings a wealth 
of experience to the organization in addition to providing 
some offense and grit at the AHL level. Once again, Carolina 
signs a player with a wealth of experience at the pro level 
that can play NHL games if the need arises. And, as we saw 
with CJ Smith this past season, these types of veterans can 
be an incredibly valuable addition to the team. I don’t have a 
ton to say about MacEachern. He’s a great veteran that 
could play in a handful of NHL games, but for the most part, 
he’ll be in Chicago.  

Stefan Noesen, RW 

NHL ETA: call-up 

Noesen is coming off of a season where he scored 48 goals 
in the regular season and finished with 85 points, leading the 
league in scoring and recording the most assists in the AHL 
playoffs. Noesen also appeared in two games with Carolina 
and has over 400 games of experience at the professional 
level. Hurricanes General Manager Don Waddell mentioned 
that Noesen will get a chance to make the Hurricanes in 
camp this year, but ultimately, I see him returning to 
Chicago. Noesen is a great veteran to have in the room and 
will provide some much needed scoring for a Wolves team 
that is going to be relatively young by the AHL’s standards.  

Now, I’m not here to be a downer. Noesen could be in the 
NHL this upcoming season. With that being said, Noesen is 
likely a fourth line NHL player. He won’t be scoring at nearly 
the same clip, won’t get power play time, and his ice time will 
be limited. He’s a very good AHL scorer, but there’s a big 
difference between being a top AHL scorer and being a top 
NHL scorer. It’s okay if Noesen doesn’t make the team out of 
camp. In all likelihood, he’ll be one of the first players called 
up if there’s an injury on the Hurricanes. We know that he 
can contribute in a depth role if need be, so he’s always an 
option. 

Malte Stromwall, RW 

NHL ETA: call-up 

Stromwall was a top free agent in Europe a few seasons ago 
but ultimately decided to remain in Europe rather than sign in 
the NHL. Stromwall can provide goal scoring support at the 
pro level, and while he may be in Chicago to start the 
season, he’s a player that could also see some NHL games 

if the need arises. The biggest question with Stromwall has 
been his average skating. He doesn’t gain separation from 
defenders and even though he has a great shot, he can’t 
beat players one on one. That sort of thing may be an issue 
at the NHL level, as the competition is much faster and you 
have less time to make decisions with and without the puck. 
Still, Stromwall has a bit of experience in North America and 
could be relied upon heavily in Chicago, especially if Noesen 
makes the Hurricanes. 

Ivan Lodnia, RW 

NHL ETA: not likely 

Lodnia was a solid bet by the Chicago Wolves’ management 
team last season. They were able to identify a player that 
could help their team win despite Lodnia having very little pro 
experience at the time. Lodnia was signed after his NHL 
contract with the Wild was terminated and joined a stacked 
Wolves team. Lodnia’s numbers with the team weren’t 
anything to write home about, but he played well in a depth 
role for the team, working hard on the forecheck and being a 
part of a line that was a pain in the ass to play against. 
Lodnia made life difficult for the opposition and wore them 
down in time for the Wolves’ big guns to take the ice and 
score. I don’t see Lodnia ever being an NHL player, but his 
gritty style of play should keep him in the AHL for a good 
long while. Teams are always looking for this type of player 
to have on their roster, and I could see Lodnia having a 
depth role with the Wolves this upcoming season.  

Final Thoughts on the Forwards 

The Hurricanes’ lack of a top forward prospect is evident 
when you look at the pipeline as a whole. Yes, there are 
some good prospects in the system, but none have star 
potential, let alone first line upside. A lot of this is due to the 
fact that the Hurricanes haven’t had a first-round pick in the 
last two drafts and the fact that Seth Jarvis, their last first 
round pick, is already in the NHL. What sets the Hurricanes’ 
pipeline apart from the rest of the league is their depth.  

Very few teams have as many B to C-level prospects as the 
Hurricanes do, and fewer teams are able to develop as well 
as Carolina can. The Hurricanes have kept their system 
stocked with plenty of prospects that can be used in a variety 
of ways. Some will make their way onto the NHL team, while 
others will be used in trades to acquire NHL talent. With a 
system as deep as Carolina’s, the departure of a handful of 
middle tier prospects would do less harm than it would in a 
system like Boston’s. This team is going to be competitive for 
a long time, and it’s because of the emphasis that the 
Hurricanes have put on drafting and developing, in addition 
to the pro side of things.

  
TODAY’S LINKS 

https://theathletic.com/3554956/2022/09/01/nhl-metropolitan-division-hurricanes-rangers/ 
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/mailbag-number-35-eric-tulsky/c-335419252 

https://www.canescountry.com/2022/8/31/23319850/carolina-hurricanes-nhl-prospects-drury-scouting 
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U.S. women’s team agrees to short-term extension with USA Hockey 

 

The Athletic Staff, Hailey Salvian 

1-2 minutes 31/08/2022 

 

Members of the U.S. women’s hockey team agreed to a short-term 
contract extension with USA Hockey on Wednesday, a source confirmed 
to The Athletic. 

The parties agreed that USA Hockey will continue to fund the players as 
they work to finalize a longer-term deal and will allow the players to focus 
on winning gold at the world championship tournament in the meantime. 

“It gives everybody a little bit of breathing room,” the players’ lawyer, Dee 
Spagnuolo, said, according to the Associated Press. “We will use that 
month to focus on issues of critical importance to the players. In the 
meantime, the players are focusing on gold.” 

Team USA went a perfect 4-0 in the tournament’s preliminary round and 
enter as the top seed after defeating Canada 5-2 on Tuesday. The 
Americans next play on Thursday next against Hungary in the 
quarterfinals. 

Should they win and advance, the semifinals are scheduled for Saturday 
and the championship game is on Sunday. 
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ESPN’s Leah Hextall on her ‘very difficult’ first NHL season and the need 
for change in hockey 

 

Sean Fitz-Gerald 

9-11 minutes 31/08/2022 

 

Not long after Leah Hextall returned to her home in Winnipeg, after her 
first season as the first woman to regularly call play-by-play for nationally-
televised NHL games, she had a phone call. It was with her mother, who 
wanted to know how the whole experience had made her feel. 

“I survived,” said Hextall. 

Her own response gave her pause: “When I actually heard it out loud, I 
thought, ‘Why did I say that?’” 

Hextall joined ESPN last year, months after the company jumped back 
into the hockey business with a seven-year deal covering television, 
streaming and media rights with the NHL. She would spend some of her 
time as a reporter, but would also work in the booth as the featured voice 
of the broadcast. 

The abuse crashed into her social media accounts like a tidal wave. 
Hextall had already spent the better part of two decades in sports media 
and knew that criticism was part of the job, but she had never seen that 
level or volume of vitriol from an audience. She deactivated a Facebook 
page, turned off her notifications on Twitter and tightened security 
controls on Instagram. 

“Vile,” she said. “Sexist. Misogynistic. And threatening.” 

Messages from angry strangers still found their way to her phone. 

“They really do their best to make sure that you see what they have to 
say about you, and how negative it is,” said Hextall, who also spoke this 
week on the Sports Media Podcast with The Athletic’s Richard Deitsch. 
“There just doesn’t seem to be an end to it. That’s where it becomes 
problematic: It’s not just one game here and there — it’s every single 
time I am in the booth.” 

Hextall, 43, is still sifting for the answer to her mother’s question. Months 
after getting home from her final assignment of the season, she is not 
sure she can assess the full toll of the abuse. Not all of it was from 
strangers, she said, but also in gendered whispers and actions within the 
hockey community. 

“I love my job, and I love what I was doing, but it was very difficult this 
year,” she said. “It wasn’t fun. It wasn’t showing up to the rink and feeling 
like I was working in a candy store, like it usually would when I cover 
hockey. 

“There was a lot of, more than anything, mental gymnastics to go 
through. There was a lot of criticism — not just within the social media 
audience, but also within the brethren of hockey — that I was not used to 
facing. And a lot of it seemed to stem from my gender.” 

A game in late April became a flashpoint. Hextall was stationed between 
the benches for a postseason preview featuring the Tampa Bay Lightning 
and Toronto Maple Leafs. Two players with iron knuckles began an 
animated discussion, yelling across the area where Hextall was standing. 

The Lightning’s Pat Maroon was bellowing at the Leafs’ Wayne 
Simmonds, alleging both he and his Toronto teammates were soft. 
Sensing a story, Hextall requested to speak with Simmonds during her 
intermission segment. She smirked as she asked him about the 
exchange: “He called you ‘soft’ — my question is: Are you?” 

“You should ask him,” Simmonds said. “We’ve never dropped the gloves. 
He’s never obliged me before. So I don’t know. I don’t think I’m the one 
that’s soft.” 

That final snippet of the interview went viral online. An unverified Twitter 
account bearing the name of former NHL referee Tim Peel was harshly 
critical of Hextall: “Asking Wayne Simmons’s [sic] if he is soft might be 
one of the most ridiculous questions I have ever heard. Do your 
homework.” 
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“I’m just going to say it,” said Hextall. “If I was a man, I don’t think that’s 
what he would have done.” 

The tweet picked up steam, and her question rocketed around the 
internet without any context. 

“I know Wayne Simmonds isn’t soft,” said Hextall. “Wayne Simmonds 
knows he isn’t soft. I’m building on the drama of what’s been going on in 
the game, and I can’t help it that you didn’t watch the game and only saw 
the clip — that’s on you, not on me.” 

Hextall grew up with one of the most well-known hockey surnames in 
Manitoba. Her cousin, Ron, was a famously pugnacious NHL goaltender. 
Her uncles, Dennis and Bryan, both played in the league. Her 
grandfather, Bryan, scored the Stanley Cup-clinching goal for the New 
York Rangers in 1940, and was inducted into the Hockey Hall of Fame in 
1969. 

His granddaughter wears his induction ring for big events. Leah Hextall 
said it is the last thing she will put on in the hotel before heading to the 
rink. She said she usually taps the front of it just before the red light goes 
on before a broadcast. 

She also wore it earlier this summer, during a presentation delivered to 
hockey coaches on a stage at the University of Michigan, in Ann Arbor. 
She was a speaker at a conference hosted by The Coaches Site, a 
company that shares best practices from behind the bench, and she 
wanted to talk about her experience. 

Hextall also wanted to offer a plan to increase representation in some of 
the game’s most visible roles: Teams and companies had to begin hiring 
with “intent” to make change, she said. 

“There’s a culture that believes when a woman is hired in a high-profile, 
visible, important role in the game, that she has been hired because of 
her gender, or to check a box,” she said. “This then upsets members of 
our audience, because they don’t feel it’s fair. They dislike it, and that 
breeds contempt for women in these roles. 

“Whereas when men are hired, you don’t see a statement, ‘It’s because 
he’s a man,’ because men have always held these roles, traditionally.” 

Unless hockey finds a way to bring more women into the game, she said, 
that culture will not change. 

“The fact is: If we continue to hire the most qualified candidate, we will 
not see women in all roles across our game,” she said. “Because how 
can a woman be the most qualified candidate when she hasn’t had the 
opportunities to gain the necessary experience to do so? 

“Because, for the past 100-plus years, this has been a male-dominated 
sport on every level.” 

She said companies — be it teams or networks — have to create 
opportunities. 

“It doesn’t mean giving the job to someone who doesn’t have 
qualifications,” said Hextall. “But there’s no way a woman can be as 
qualified as a man because she hasn’t had those opportunities. So there 
has to be intent in the hiring process.” 

Hextall had plenty of experience in sports media before she joined 
ESPN, but mostly as a reporter and as a studio host, and not as a play-
by-play voice. She had experience with NESN, as well as “Hockey Night 
in Canada,” but she was still learning the ropes behind the main 
microphone. 

She had called play-by-play for the now-defunct Canadian Women’s 
Hockey League and, in 2019, she became the first woman to call the 
NCAA men’s hockey title game for ESPN. She said she was not the most 
experienced voice ESPN could have hired when it secured the NHL 
broadcast rights last year. 

“With intent, they provided the opportunity to a qualified candidate to gain 
the experience, to become the most qualified candidate for the job in the 

future,” said Hextall. “I was not the most qualified NHL candidate they 
could have had. 

“But because of all those reasons I just stated, ESPN understood: ‘If we 
don’t give this person the opportunity, it’s never going to happen.’” 

She said she knows not everyone will agree: “But if you don’t agree with 
what I’m saying, it’s likely because you’ve had the opportunities in your 
life, and you haven’t experienced this, where you’re not represented. 

“At the end of the day, if you’re ignoring 51 per cent of the population, 
you’re lacking diversity of thought,” she continued. “And you’re lacking 
the fact that you’re not representing half the world. And from that, we 
cultivate a culture that unfortunately is sexist and misogynist within our 
game.” 

Near the end of her presentation to the coaches in Michigan, Hextall 
described one of the worst notes she received. She said it was sent late 
one night during the playoffs, after she had called a game. It was sent to 
her email via the website she maintains for her public speaking business. 

“You live in Winnipeg, it wouldn’t be very hard to track you down,” she 
told the audience, describing the message. After threatening assault, the 
writer continued: “I will then put a gun in your mouth and blow out your 
brains so no one has to hear you call a hockey game again.” 

Hextall said she did not contact police and that only her sister saw the 
note before it was deleted. 

“It was that shocking, more than anything, that someone would have that 
much anger towards me because I was calling a hockey game,” she said 
in an interview. “A hockey game. I’m not saving lives here. I’m just calling 
a hockey game, and you were willing to threaten my physical and sexual 
safety?” 

Hextall emphasized she was not complaining about the job, which she 
enjoys. She felt it was time to give voice to her experiences around the 
job and the need for change. 

“In hockey, we’re so accustomed to not speaking, to not saying anything 
because you don’t want to be an individual – you don’t want to rock the 
boat,” she said. “And that has hurt us.” 
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PM Justin Trudeau says Canadians, government have ‘lost confidence’ 
in Hockey Canada 

 

The Athletic Staff 

3-3 minutes 31/08/2022 

 

Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau said the government and 
citizens have “lost confidence” in Hockey Canada over its handling of 
sexual assault allegations involving members of the 2003 and 2018 
Canadian World Junior teams in separate incidents. 

“It’s fairly clear that both the government and Canadians, in general, 
have lost confidence in the leadership at Hockey Canada,” Trudeau told 
reporters Wednesday. “And the longer it takes for Hockey Canada to 
realize that, the more difficulties they’re going to face.” 

Trudeau’s comments come after Andrea Skinner, the interim chair of 
Hockey Canada’s board, said in a statement Monday that Scott Smith, 
president of the governing body, and his executive team have the 
“support of the Board.” 
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Wednesday isn’t the first time Trudeau has criticized Hockey Canada. In 
July, he blasted the organization, calling the handling of the 2018 
allegations “unacceptable.” The prime minister told Parliament members 
that Canadians have stood up to sexual misconduct and harassment in 
the workplace and that Hockey Canada would get no special favors. 

Members of Parliament have also condemned the hockey federation, and 
prominent sponsors have withdrawn their support. 

Hockey Canada has been under intense scrutiny and criticism since May 
when allegations of sexual assault were made public in a lawsuit that the 
organization settled. In the complaint, filed in April in Ontario Superior 
Court, a woman alleged that she was assaulted by eight players in a 
London, Ont., hotel room following a Hockey Canada Foundation event 
in June 2018. Members of Canada’s gold medal-winning world junior 
team were among those accused of assault in the lawsuit. 

Additionally, Halifax Police announced in July that it was opening a new 
investigation into a 2003 alleged sexual assault involving members of the 
2003 Canadian World Junior team. 

Earlier this month, Hockey announced it Canada would be subject to an 
independent review of its governance structure led by former Supreme 
Court Justice Hon. Thomas Cromwell, CC. 
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3ICE is a new league with weird new rules. Would they work in the NHL? 

 

Sean McIndoe, Sean Gentille, Ian Mendes 

18-23 minutes 31/08/2022 

 

Someday, maybe, we’ll look back at the 3ICE three-on-three hockey 
league’s inaugural season as the start of something. A reliably fun 
summer distraction? Perhaps. A way for players on the fringe of pro 
hockey to make solid money? We’re already there, in fact. 

No matter what happens down the line, though, the league has already 
accomplished something huge. It’s a rules test kitchen. What’s more 
honorable than that? What could be more important? 

So, for our third edition of Rules Court, we didn’t ask for your 
submissions. The 3ICE rulebook took care of that. All that’s left is for us 
— Sean McIndoe, Ian Mendes and Sean Gentille — is to cherrypick 
some of the league’s gutsier innovations and figure out whether they 
could (or should) be applied to NHL games. We weren’t necessarily 
limiting them to overtime, either. 

What works? What doesn’t? And what maybe-kinda-sorta-someday 
could make sense? We debated seven separate 3ICE-specific rules, as 
outlined in Greg Wyshynski’s deep dive on the league’s first season at 
ESPN. 

As always, we sent a copy of our work to the NHL’s Manhattan office (via 
fax) and expect to hear back from them forthwith. 

No power plays 

That’s right. The folks at 3ICE have decided to do away with special 
teams entirely. There are still penalties, but they no longer result in a 
man advantage. Instead, every call leads to a penalty shot. (More on 
those in a second.) 

McIndoe: Nope! 

Look, I can already sense that I might be the grumpy old man of the 
group here, and I’m good with that. The waistband on my pants is chafing 
my armpits, I want you to get off my lawn, and I don’t think we need 

radical changes to the very soul of the sport to improve things in the 
NHL. I’m not against change — I’m the guy who thinks we could solve all 
sorts of problems by just making the nets bigger and is willing to fight you 
about it — but this sort of thing is a bridge too far. 

Power plays are cool. Penalty killing is cool. Penalty shots are also cool, 
when they’re rare, which they were back before the shootout came along 
and made them feel pedestrian. Replacing power plays with penalty 
shots would be overkill, would turn even-strength play into a diving 
contest, and would just make everyone even madder at the referees for 
not calling obvious fouls in the name of game management. 

We’re one proposal in and I’m already cranky. NO. 

Mendes: We need to talk about 3Ice’s long-term plan when it comes to 
replacing penalties with penalty shots. Eventually, they plan on having a 
smartphone app that will allow fans to select the shooter for their favorite 
team. 

Let’s workshop this in the NHL for a moment. Imagine the chaos of a 
bunch of Flyers fans downloading the Penguins app so they could 
choose Chad Ruhwedel to take the penalty shot for Pittsburgh instead of 
Sidney Crosby. 

Ok, now back to reality. 

I would hate this because, as Sean says, referees are going to be way 
more reluctant to call infractions knowing that every call leads to a 
penalty shot. Now, if you want to get a little creative and find a hybrid 
idea, what about allowing teams to select whether or not they want to go 
on the power play or take a penalty shot? 

I’m guessing most teams would opt for the penalty shot, because you are 
guaranteed to have one Grade-A scoring chance. But maybe your team 
is ahead by a goal with under two minutes left in regulation time and you 
know that by choosing a power play, you’ll basically kill the other team’s 
chances of winning. 

Overall, however, I just think there are too many flaws with this idea. And 
I think power plays and penalty killing has become such an integral part 
of the sport, to suddenly wipe it out with the snap of a finger feels far too 
radical for my liking. NO 

Gentille: I don’t know why we started with this one. Might as well have 
come out of the gates with “pucks have been replaced with balls” or 
something. 

Yes, playing a full game at three-on-three represents a fundamental 
change to the game. Does that turn the sport from real-life hockey into 
something else? Maybe, maybe not. Either way, we’re not debating 
whether the NHL should adopt that model, and ditching power plays 
would be nearly as drastic. Also, aren’t we trying to cut back on how 
many results hinge on the skills contest? Hardest of passes. No no no 
no. NO 

“Jailbreak” penalty shots 

A penalty shot is no longer a direct one-on-one showdown with the 
goaltender, separate and isolated from the rest of the game. Instead, the 
shooter gets a head start, but then everyone else (opponents and 
teammates alike) can join the play, leading to more pressure, plus the 
possibility of rebounds or even designed passing plays. 

McIndoe: OK, now this is an idea I could get behind, if only for the 
novelty. This is basically the soccer concept, where the play is still live 
after the initial shot. You’d have to figure out how the game-timing would 
work, and I don’t think it would be quite as exciting in reality as it looks in 
your head. (Greg’s ESPN piece has a clip of a penalty shot where 
everyone is just kind coasting behind the shooter instead of furiously 
chasing after him.) But like I said above, the shootout has made penalty 
shots boring. This would spice them up, at least for a little while. 

My favorite rule change that we’ve approve in Rules Court was switching 
the shootout to a two-on-one format. I still think that’s a way better way to 
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decide ties. But for in-game penalty shots, I’d be OK with this change. 
YES. 

Mendes: OK, maybe I’m in the minority here, but I don’t think that penalty 
shots in regulation time have been ruined by the shootout. Yes, 
shootouts are gimmicky, but a penalty shot in regulation time is still pretty 
rare. And a goal or save can provide a wild swing of momentum in either 
direction. 

Gentille: I’m split on this one; I think I’d rather see it instituted during the 
shootout, not regulation time. A run-of-play penalty shot is rare enough 
— and consequential enough — to just leave it alone. Maybe we institute 
this during the shootout — I’d rather see the two-on-one for all the 
reasons McIndoe outlined, but this would be a decent compromise. For 
even more compromise, maybe we only see the “jailbreak” method if the 
shootout is still going after three rounds. 

A puck that hits the netting above the glass will be live and in play once it 
bounces back down to the ice. 

McIndoe: A lot of you like this idea and clog up the Rules Court mailbag 
with it, and I’ve never fully understood why. It’s a play that happens a 
handful of times each game, and I think it would look weird to watch the 
players stand around while a puck Plinko chipped its way back down 
from the top of the netting. I don’t really see a benefit here. But sure, if 
you really want to try it, go ahead and put me down for an unenthusiastic 
YES. 

Mendes: As a huge fan of bubble-top hockey, my ultimate dream would 
be to see the players play inside an arena that was almost totally 
surrounded by plexiglass, so we’d never see stoppages for pucks leaving 
the playing surface. But since that will never happen, I think I’ll settle for 
pucks off the netting being live. I’m usually in favor of any rule that leads 
to fewer stoppages in play. It would certainly make power plays more 
interesting, as the plays would be kept alive in the offensive zone — 
potentially leading to another scoring chance instead of another faceoff 
where the attacking team could lose possession. YES 

Gentille: Fewer stoppages is good. More time in the offensive zone is 
good. Also, it might lead to more power plays, at least initially. The puck 
would go in the net, and there’d be some wild jostling for position below 
it. Theoretically, interference would be committed. The benefit, basically, 
is added chaos. Good enough for me. Down the line, maybe we’d get a 
“Happy Gilmore” situation where players go off the net deliberately. YES. 

Shoot the puck down the ice in purpose to relieve the pressure, and it’s a 
penalty. Accidental icing will still be allowed, with the ref making the 
judgment call on what’s intentional. 

McIndoe: Why do I feel like all of my “just treat a puck-over-glass play the 
same as icing” complaints just curled a monkey paw somewhere? 

I can’t see this one getting any support, because it specifies “intentional” 
icing and half of you “puck-over-glass” acolytes think it’s completely 
impossible to determine intent even though we do it on virtually every 
other page of the rulebook. You love the “puck-over-glass” rule because 
it’s always completely black-and-white, right after the five-minute meeting 
between officials where they triangulate the exit point while everyone falls 
asleep. Imagine doing that for icing too. No thanks. 

Icing is boring and it should be discouraged, but we’ve got it about right 
already — a faceoff in your zone with no line change. We don’t have to 
turn it into a minor, let alone a penalty shot, especially if we’re also giving 
the officials an out to not call it. NO. 

Gentille: McIndoe has converted me on a number of things over the 
years — he’s even more effective with this stuff in social settings, if you 
can believe it — but “treat a puck-over-glass play the same as icing” isn’t 
on the list yet. I don’t care about intent on that one, and I think it’s fine as 
an outlier. I’d rather have the five-minute triangulation session than an 
honest-to-god attempt by officials to figure out whether Dude X did it on 
purpose. 

Mendes: It’s time for an” outside-the-box” idea for me to greenlight — at 
least a version of this idea. I could get behind the idea of penalizing 
icings with one important caveat. That the infraction would have to incur 
below the faceoff dot in your own zone. So if you dump the puck down to 
the other end of the ice from that part of the ice, go ahead and assess a 
two-minute major because there is a good chance you were trying to 
relieve pressure in your own zone. And then you don’t get into this silly 
game of trying to figure out intent or get inside the player’s mind to figure 
out if he was doing something on purpose. Make it a black-or-white rule, 
but with that little twist: Shoot the puck down the ice and it travels more 
than 180 feet and boom, it’s a penalty. No questions asked. 

Now outside of that, I don’t want to see icings called, period. 

I hate when a player is tagged with an icing when he dumps the puck into 
the opposition zone just prior to hitting the red line. To me, that goes 
against the true spirit of the icing infraction. 

If you want to penalize icings because you think a team is trying to 
relieve pressure in their own zone, then go ahead and call it when they 
fire the puck down the ice in that 180-to-200-foot range. But then I want 
them to stop calling icings that occur in the neutral zone or close to the 
opposition blue line. So put me down for a very tentative YES — 
provided my caveat is accepted. 

There’s no more trapezoid, and goalies can play the puck anywhere. But 
they’re only protected within a modified and much larger crease, one that 
the league apparently calls “the mushroom.” 

McIndoe: First things first — the mushroom looks weird. I know that 
shouldn’t matter and we’d probably all get used to it, but right now it’s a 
big yikes for me. 

But OK, let’s focus on what seems to be the main point here: Giving 
goalies more freedom within a clearly defined zone, while presumably 
making them vulnerable in others. We already voted down the idea of 
goalies being fair game to get trucked when they leave the net, so that’s 
a non-starter. But more standard-fare stick checks and pressure? Sure, 
that could work. 

Also, the “(g)oalies can play the puck anywhere on the ice” rule 
presumably means that stuff like this would be legal, and I’m all for that. 
Huh. I’m torn here. I’d want to see the mushroom in action to really get a 
feel for it, and I’m not against the general concept, but for now I’m a NO. 

Mendes: Only in hockey could we have a legitimate debate about trading 
a trapezoid for a mushroom. But as much as I’m curious about the idea 
of goalies going anywhere on the ice and handling the puck, I just don’t 
think this works from a safety standpoint. 

And quite frankly, I don’t think there is much the goalies can do with the 
puck anyway. There isn’t some Shohei Ohtani freak who might be able to 
do something special outside of his crease. Keep goalies in the blue 
paint. NO. 

Gentille: Nope. I don’t care about goalies playing the puck. I barely 
remember when it was a bigger part of the game. I don’t miss it. Get the 
puck to the people who know what they’re doing. 

Beyond that, the safety aspect has been covered well enough, but it’s 
worth saying this, too — expecting today’s goaltenders to all of a sudden 
morph into prime Martin Brodeur is an accident waiting to happen. Most 
of them have made it this far with a severely limited move set outside the 
crease. Saying “actually, now we want you to wander around” would put 
some of them in the hospital. NO. 

There are almost no faceoffs 

Other than the start of a period, the 3ICE league won’t have faceoffs at 
all. Any play, including saves, stoppages and even goals, will keep 
flowing with a free rush for one team. That means goalies can’t just 
freeze the puck on a save — now they have to play it on to a teammate, 
with the attacking team having to clear the zone to keep play going. 

McIndoe: Almost no faceoffs? No. Hard pass. This is silly. 
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Fewer faceoffs? As in, we encourage goalies to play the puck instead of 
giving them an insta-whistle as soon as they touch it? That I could get 
behind. It wouldn’t even be a new rule — the current NHL rulebook 
makes it clear that goalies can’t just freeze the puck whenever they want, 
and are supposed to play it unless they’re being actively checked. It’s 
never called that way, but that’s what the rule says, as I’ve covered 
before. 

So sure, let’s keep the play moving when we can. Would goalies hate it? 
Yes. Would they complain constantly? Yes. Would they accidentally pass 
the puck to the other team for an empty-net tap in? If my NHL94 years 
taught me anything, absolutely. These are all reasons to do it, by the 
way. 

But no faceoffs at all, in what’s basically a ripoff of basketball? Come on. 
NO. 

Mendes: This is very tantalizing when you consider we would never 
again have to see a player waved out of the circle for some mysterious 
faceoff violation that seems to be arbitrarily called by the linesman. 

And I think I could be talked into this idea for three-on-three overtime. 
Force the goalies to play the puck and there is probably a good chance 
they can either spring a teammate for an odd-man rush — or they make 
an egregious mistake and hand the puck directly to an opponent. Either 
way, it’s probably a little more chaotic and would lead to more games 
being resolved in overtime. And if something leads to fewer shootouts, I 
think I’m on board. 

But doing this for the full 60 minutes of regulation time feels like overkill. 
And as Sean says, it does feel like a total ripoff from basketball. NO. 

Gentille: What we have here is a clear case of “solving a problem that 
doesn’t exist.” So Goalie A covers the puck, then everyone skates down 
to Goalie B’s end so he can start another rush? And that’s supposed to 
save time, or create more offense than a team winning a faceoff in the 
offensive zone? I hate this one. Now I’m in a bad mood. 

Honestly, I’m all for the NHL stealing stuff from hoops at any/all 
opportunities, but this one feels pointless. I like set plays! I don’t care 
about guys getting thrown out of the circles! Forcing goalies to play the 
puck more often? That’d be great. It’s also as simple as calling the 
existing rulebook. No need to blow anything else up over it. The only 
reason to do this would be to track the reaction from old-school coaches. 
All of a sudden, “he’s good at the dot” would cease to have meaning. Half 
of all deadline deals would disappear. Players would lose jobs. This is 
anti-labor. No. No! NO. 

The “half-court rule” 

With a nod to basketball, 3ICE won’t allow teams to double back into 
their own half of the ice once they’ve crossed the red line. 

McIndoe: This concept comes up a lot when people complain about 
three-on-three overtime. We all hate it when a team that has the puck in 
the offensive zone decides to bring it out and circle back instead of 
attacking. I think it’s a bit of a “careful what you wish for” sort of thing, 
because it’s actually pretty tough to generate a scoring chance from a 
standstill when you only have two teammates to pass to, but I get the 
frustration. 

I don’t love this rule, but it would end the dreaded neutral-zone drop pass 
play, and that’s enough to tilt me into a YES. 

Thus concludes our third edition of The Athletic’s Rules Court. We only 
adopted two new rules, but we were unanimous in our approval to see 
the following in the NHL: 

Pucks that bounce off the netting and stay on the ice will remain in play. 

The “half-court rule” that prevents teams from crossing back over the red 
line as they approach the attacking zone. 

The other four proposals from 3ICE were met with a significant amount of 
resistance from the panel, although with a little bit of tweaking and 

creativity there are some scenarios where we could see these being 
adopted. And maybe some ideas like forcing goalies to play the puck 
instead of freezing it or the “jailbreak penalty shot” would be better suited 
if they were used exclusively in the three-on-three overtime or shootout 
portion of NHL games. 

While 3ICE might appear gimmicky and unconventional on the surface, 
there was certainly some legitimate food for thought here. And if the 3ICE 
format has sparked your imagination for how NHL rules can be improved, 
submissions for our next edition of Rules Court can be sent here. 
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ESPN / 2022 NHL free agency - Which players are left, and where are 
they going? 

 

Greg Wyshynski 

 

In the NHL, business is about to pick up. 

General managers are heading back to their offices and starting to work 
the phones again with agents. At least one team is assembling its 
coaching staff this week to begin prep for training camp, which begins 
around Sept. 21. 

This is good news for the players that remain on the open market with 
contracts, hoping for clarity about their NHL future. Some have been told 
to wait as teams clean up their salary caps through mechanisms like 
long-term injured reserve. Some are expecting to come into camps on 
tryout contracts, either with the promise of a job or the promise to 
compete for one. Some are waiting to see whether that one perfect 
situation opens up to justify their patience or, in some cases, to entice 
them to return to the NHL for another season. 

Yet these are nervous times for players who didn't find a home during 
last month's free-agent frenzy; or, in some cases, didn't heed the advice 
from agents like Jerry Buckley. 

"Don't get greedy. Find a place to play at a good number and get going. 
Because these musical chairs can get taken really quick," he told ESPN 
this week. 

That's especially true under a salary cap that rose only $1 million to 
$82.5 million for the 2022-23 season. The "flat cap" has impacted the 
free-agent market and overall player salaries. 

"The unfortunate part of this year in general is that the marketplace has 
shifted because of the cap," one NHL agent said. "You have a weird 
situation where you have 16 or 17 teams that want to lose and you've got 
the rest that want to win. The cap has incentivized losing in a way: 'Hey, 
if I'm not going to make the playoffs, I could do better by selling my cap 
space.'" 

Leaving little for free agents still seeking contracts, for example. 

Here's a look at seven significant names that are still on the free agent 
market with less than a month before the start of training camps. 

P.K. Subban, D 

Age: 33 | 2021-22 cap hit: $9 million 

At the end of the New Jersey Devils' season, P.K. Subban met the media 
with a voice ravaged by a head cold and a mind focused on becoming an 
unrestricted free agent for the first time in his career. 
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"Mixed emotions. It's exciting," he said. "Probably the biggest eye-opener 
is that eight years has flown by already. Should be a fun summer." 

Subban, 33, completed an eight-year contract that he signed in 2014 with 
the Montreal Canadiens. He made $8 million in base salary last season 
and $9 million against the salary cap. His ice time dropped by nearly four 
minutes per game on average this season. He had 22 points in 77 games 
for the Devils, but his underlying numbers were strong, if overlooked due 
to the mediocrity of New Jersey's season. 

Even the strongest analytics can't turn back the clock for Subban or give 
him the explosive skating he had in his Norris Trophy contention years. 
He's not an $8 million defenseman anymore, obviously. But he wants to 
play, and he can help the right team. 

His agent, Don Meehan, recently told the Montreal Gazette that one 
reason Subban is still on the market is that he's earned the chance to be 
selective. 

"Without sounding too aggressive, I think he's earned the privilege to be 
somewhat selective in terms of where he would play so that it works for 
the team and it works for him," Meehan said. "In other words, he doesn't 
just want to play anywhere. He has that measure of independence." 

The agent said that he's had "expressions of interest" from teams on 
Subban, that the teams that have expressed interest "aren't in a position 
to contract now because they've got other things in play." 

Subban hasn't appeared in the playoffs since the 2018-19 season and is 
still chasing a Stanley Cup ring. He has been off the radar, skating with a 
lottery team for three seasons. He's ready to make a difference if the fit is 
right. 

"My tank's never empty. That's just the way I am and the way I feel," 
Subban said. "There's still a lot of hockey I have yet to play before I step 
away from this game." 

Evan Rodrigues, C 

Age: 29 | 2021-22 cap hit: $800,000 

Rodrigues, 29, remains one of the buzziest players without a contract. 
Fans wonder why the former Pittsburgh Penguin hasn't been signed yet, 
while also fantasy casting the versatile center on their team's roster. 

His agent, Darren Ferris, told ESPN that there are "a good seven or eight 
teams" he's having discussions with about Rodrigues and hopes to have 
something done soon. 

"There are two or three teams that we feel he's a good fit with, but there 
are cap restraints. There are guys trying to move [money] to make room 
for it," said Ferris, who took over representation of Rodrigues from Peter 
Fish during the offseason. 

One of those teams is the Penguins, who are capped out at the moment 
after a summer of reuniting the band (new contracts for Evgeni Malkin, 
Kris Letang and Bryan Rust) in addition to bringing on defenseman Jeff 
Petry. The Calgary Flames have shown interest in Rodrigues, and Ferris 
said they "may be in that conversation as well." 

Rodrigues had 19 goals and 24 assists in 82 games for the Penguins last 
season. He played behind Crosby and Malkin. When either or both were 
out of the lineup, Rodrigues stepped up and put up numbers in their 
absence. 

But the best contractual case to be made for Rodrigues is an analytics 
one. He had 11.6 goals scored above replacement last season to lead 
Pittsburgh, according to Evolving Hockey. 

"He's an analytics darling, and teams know that," Ferris said. 

How to quantify that could prove difficult in this marketplace: Whatever 
contract Rodrigues ends up signing probably won't reflect his true value. 
As the season nears, it's looking more likely that Rodrigues should ink a 
one-year contract, prove himself and then circle back next summer for 
something with term. It's the same path that forward Andreas Athanasiou, 

another Ferris client, took in signing a one-year deal this summer with the 
Chicago Blackhawks worth $3 million. 

Keith Yandle, D 

Age: 35 | 2021-22 cap hit: $900,000 

Yandle had a season of emotional highs and lows with the Philadelphia 
Flyers. 

He played in his 965th consecutive game to break the NHL's "ironman" 
record -- although Vegas Golden Knights winger Phil Kessel is just eight 
games away from resetting the record. Yandle was also there to support 
Flyers teammate Kevin Hayes after the tragic death of his brother Jimmy 
Hayes, as Yandle had been a friend of the family since growing up in 
Dorchester, Massachusetts. 

"Keith would say, 'Maybe it's God's work putting me there, because He 
knew Kevin would need me,'" said Yandle's agent, Jerry Buckley. 

Yandle had multiple offers last summer before signing with the Flyers on 
a one-year deal. From the start, things didn't go as planned. Yandle was 
supposed to partner with defenseman Justin Braun, but an injury to Ryan 
Ellis forced a reshuffling of the defense group. Instead of a steady 
veteran in Braun, Yandle spent the majority of his minutes with Nick 
Seeler and Kevin Connauton. Yandle finished the season with 19 points 
and a minus-47 in 77 games. 

Many wondered whether that would be Yandle's last NHL season, based 
on his numbers, and having finally broken Doug Jarvis' 34-year-old 
ironman record. But Buckley said Yandle hasn't made a decision on his 
future yet. 

"We're still kind of working through all that stuff. He hasn't made any 
determination," he said. "I'm still actively talking to [teams], so he hasn't 
made a decision not to play." 

Buckley said that Yandle wants "the right fit" to continue his NHL career, 
not just an open job. 

"To be honest with you, it's fluid," he said. "He's going through it. Staying 
in shape and being ready." 

Buckley said that he "highly doubted" Yandle would take a professional 
tryout contract (PTO) to attend a training camp. Not having a deal at the 
start of camp wouldn't necessarily mean the end of his career, either. 

Yandle has been in Florida spending time with his family. He'll head to 
Las Vegas for some social media work with the NHL/NHLPA Player 
Media Tour, which could provide a preview of the post-retirement media 
jobs the personable Yandle could land. 

"I've had a lot of people checking in on that," Buckley said with a laugh. 

Joe Thornton, C 

Age: 43 | 2021-22 cap hit: $750,000 

According to Florida Hockey Now, Thornton's wife, Tabea Pfendsack, 
revealed on Instagram that he wouldn't be returning to the Florida 
Panthers, where he played in 34 games last season. The 43-year-old 
center registered only 10 points in those games, posting the lowest 
points per 60 minutes (1.6) of his storied career. 

"I have no plans. It's kind of exciting that way," he said after the Panthers 
were eliminated from the playoffs, continuing Thornton's career-long Cup 
drought. "I've been privileged to play this game for a long time, so I don't 
take anything for granted. But I never think 'what ifs' to be honest, I just 
try to live in the moment and go from there." 

If this is the end for Jumbo, he may already have another gig lined up. 
Reports in Switzerland indicate that Thornton will move into a managerial 
role with the Spengler Cup tournament. 

Sonny Milano, LW 

Age: 26 | 2021-22 cap hit: $1,700,000 
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Milano was a surprising addition to the free agent pool this summer. The 
Anaheim Ducks didn't give the 26-year-old forward a qualifying offer -- 
they weren't interested in keeping him at the salary level the arbitration 
process would have handed him -- so Milano went from being a restricted 
free agent to joining the unrestricted free agent masses. 

He had 34 points in 66 games last season with 14 goals, one of which 
came on the receiving end of Trevor Zegras' over-the-cage pass. The 
door isn't closed on Anaheim for Milano, but there are other teams that 
have inquired about this talented offensive player. 

Milano is one of the forwards stuck in a "free agent logjam" at the end of 
the offseason, as teams try to free up cap space to fill out their rosters 
ahead of the next pressure point at the beginning of training camp. 

"There are a lot of teams interested. It's just that no one's pulled the 
trigger yet," one NHL source said. 

Danny DeKeyser, D 

Age: 32 | 2021-22 cap hit: $5 million 

Back in 2019, DeKeyser probably thought this summer was going to be a 
financial windfall. Back then, he was playing over 21 minutes per game 
on average with the Detroit Red Wings and making $5 million against the 
cap. It wasn't outrageous to think that he would be due for a raise as a 
32-year-old free agent in 2022 as an established NHL defenseman. 

Then came the back injury in late 2019, followed by the back surgery. 
That basically derailed DeKeyser's career. He was limited to eight games 
in 2019-20 and then saw his ice time drop by nearly four minutes per 
game on average in the following season. He played in 59 games last 
season, passed through waivers and saw his 10-year run in Detroit end 
in a whimper, even as he felt better physically while the season 
progressed. 

Agent Matt Federico and O2K Sports Management started working with 
DeKeyser a few weeks ago after the veteran defenseman was unable to 
latch on with a new team. The biggest questions they had for DeKeyser 
were about his health and his expectations. They found a player feeling 
good about his physical status, but one who might have been priced out 
of the market initially this summer. There were just too many question 
marks to justify a $5 million AAV deal for DeKeyser under a flat salary 
cap. 

So expectations were adjusted and the interest started to build, Federico 
said. 

"We weren't sure what the landscape was going to be. But we've been 
pretty encouraged," the agent said. "The interest has been good. We feel 
pretty confident that he's going to get a deal before training camp here. 
It's going to take some time to shake out. Hopefully we know more this 
week." 

Federico is confident that DeKeyser will have a deal in place before 
training camps open next month. It could be in the range of a $1 million 
"show me" contract, as DeKeyser attempts to rebuild his reputation. 

"It'll be a lower money deal, but it'll be a chance to showcase himself 
outside of Detroit," Federico said. "We kind of look at him as a Jack 
Johnson type, where he had to kind of reinvent himself and play at these 
lower numbers. But [Jack] is getting more years out of his career having 
done it. Danny has to reestablish himself." 

Zdeno Chara, D 

Age: 45 | 2021-22 cap hit: $750,000 

New York Islanders general manager Lou Lamoriello said last week that 
there have been no discussions with Chara about a return to the team, 
and that the 45-year-old isn't in consideration for a spot on their defense 
this season. 

That wasn't exactly a shock, given that Chara created an Instagram post 
after the 2021-22 season that profusely thanked the organization and the 
players. "Thank you, guys, for everything you did for me and my entire 

family. I couldn't ask for better group of guys and all the help we got from 
you. I am so grateful for all of relationships and I will cherish our time 
together," he wrote. 

Now, the hockey world waits for another Instagram post from Chara that 
lays out his hockey future. He's still available. He hasn't retired. But 
speculation around the NHL is that the all-time leader in games played 
among defenseman may have played his last one. 
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Sportsnet.ca / A team that could rise, and fall, in each NHL division 

 

Rory Boylen@RoryBoylen 

August 31, 2022, 10:57 AM 

 

Folks -- we're about two weeks out from rookie camps opening, and three 
from training camps getting started. Hockey is getting set to return from a 
short summer, so it's time for us to get thinking about how things may 
unfold. 

Now, there is still work to be done around the league. Various RFAs still 
remain unsigned and there are a few notable UFAs who could have a 
positive impact. PTOs are likely to come for some. 

And, of course, trades could still unfold. Patrick Kane's name is being 
connected to various teams, while we wonder if Vancouver or Winnipeg -
- for all the rumours that circled them through the summer -- still have 
something up their sleeves. 

As we start moving off the links and on to the rinks again, let's start 
getting back into an NHL mindset. As the rosters sit today, we'll go 
through each division and identify one early possibility to rise, and fall, 
from each grouping. 

ATLANTIC DIVISION 

Riser: Ottawa Senators 

While Calgary GM Brad Treliving basks in the glow of a successful off-
season that could easily have taken a sharp turn south, perhaps recency 
bias is making some of us forget just how outstanding Pierre Dorion fared 
in Ottawa. 

Alex DeBrincat brings 40-goal upside. Claude Giroux adds the veteran 
element, terrific playmaking and a long-established productive leader. 
Cam Talbot effectively replaces Matt Murray as the go-to No. 1 in net. 
And this team already had a very promising collection of young players 
making strides, from 25-year-old Thomas Chabot down to 20-year-old 
Tim Stützle. Oh, and add 20-year-old Jake Sanderson to that mix now, 
too. 

The Senators finished 34 points behind fourth-place Boston for a playoff 
spot last season, so there is tons of ground to make up in 2022-23. And 
maybe it's a bit early to think playoffs yet, but between the Sens, Red 
Wings, Sabres and even Canadiens, each of the Atlantic's bottom four 
teams from a season ago have a reason for optimism right now. There 
will be some upwards movement -- how much of that gap can any of 
these teams close? We're wagering on the Sens being this season's 
biggest movers, but the Red Wings certainly deserve a nod as well. 

Faller: Boston Bruins 

This off-season didn't go as poorly as it could have for Boston. In an 
alternative reality, the wheels would have come flying off this thing and 
"rebuild" would have been part of the season-long narrative. But Patrice 
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Bergeron decided to stay instead of retire, and David Krejci even 
returned from a year playing in Czechia. Top two centres -- check. 

But, still, there is cause for some level of concern in regards to injuries. 
Brad Marchand and Charlie McAvoy are expected out until at least 
December recovering from hip and shoulder injuries, and then you 
wonder how long it will take them to hit full stride from there. Bergeron 
himself is recovering from elbow surgery, though expected to be ready 
for the start of the season. Krejci didn't play in the NHL last season. 

As well, David Pastrnak's expiring contract will hang over the team all 
season until he's extended...or worse. The situation with him is the most 
important to Boston's path forward now from here. 

If the Bruins start slow and it follows them into December or even 
January, will any of the bottom four Atlantic teams be able to push close 
enough to the Bruins -- or surpass them? This Bruins core isn't dead yet 
and the front office mandate is to clearly "win now", but the start of the 
season could be a bumpy ride. 

METROPOLITAN DIVISION 

Riser: Columbus Blue Jackets 

GM Jarmo Kekalainen isn't one to sit around and wait on his teams, but 
he isn't one to force things either. Last season was one of patience for 
the Blue Jackets, but the off-season arrived with a splash when Johnny 
Gaudreau signed with the team. He adds one of the top offensive players 
(especially off the rush) to the Blue Jackets and could pair neatly with 
sniper Patrik Laine. 

The Islanders could be a pick here too as last season fell apart for 
various reasons, but after a quiet summer and starting a new season 
without the magic of Barry Trotz, we wonder if the Blue Jackets could 
pass them. Could Columbus be a playoff team? Time will tell, and maybe 
it's slightly early for that. But don't sleep on coach Brad Larsen's team. 

Faller: Washington Capitals, Pittsburgh Penguins 

Cheating a bit here with a couple of picks. There are really only two 
choices here, and while it's hard to imagine either the Penguins or 
Capitals falling out of the playoffs, they're certainly less of a sure thing 
now. The Canes and Rangers are contenders on the rise -- the Caps and 
Penguins feel like past contenders on the slow walk back down. 

There is full motivation to keep the engines running for these two aging 
teams. The Penguins ran it all back, keeping Evgeni Malkin, Kris Letang 
and Bryan Rust, and then found a way to bring in Jeff Petry as well. A 
bounce-back campaign for him would go a long way here. 

The Capitals needed an upgrade in net, and got it in Darcy Kuemper, so 
the bottom shouldn't fall out here either. But, remember, they were 
already the final playoff team from the conference last season, and then 
blew a Round 1 series lead, losing three in a row to get eliminated by the 
Panthers (who were then swept easily by the Lightning). They also are 
going to have to play this season without Nicklas Backstrom, a huge loss. 

If any team from the Metro's bottom four is going to make a move up and 
challenge last season's top four, at least one of these two old guards will 
have to fall a bit more. 

CENTRAL DIVISION 

Riser: Winnipeg Jets 

From the Central Division, only Winnipeg, Chicago and Arizona missed 
the playoffs last season and only one of those teams has any real hope 
of upward movement in 2022-23. 

But there is no guarantee the Jets won't fall further down either. They'll 
start the season with major questions about key players. Pierre-Luc 
Dubois has noted his desire to test the open market two years from now, 
so he'll be a trade candidate with RFA status on the horizon in 2023. 
Mark Scheifele opened the door to the possible end of his time in 
Winnipeg and a need for a fresh start. He also is two years away from 
becoming a UFA. Is Blake Wheeler's voice the one needed in a 

leadership role at this time? Is the blue line good enough? How much will 
Andrew Copp be missed? Is the much-needed development from 
younger players going to be enough to make up any gaps? 

But behind all this the Jets still have a roster that could hit -- it was far 
more of a surprise than an expectation to see how badly they struggled 
last season. Heck, if Connor Hellebuyck alone plays well enough to enter 
the Vezina conversation again, he could single-handedly keep this team 
afloat. 

Faller: Dallas Stars 

The only team to qualify for the playoffs with a negative goal differential 
(minus-8) last season, the Stars still invest a combined $19.35 million in 
Tyler Seguin and Jamie Benn (their fourth and sixth highest scorers) so 
finding improvement in the coming years won't be the easiest thing. 

Mason Marchment was brought in after his career year in Florida, but 
how much of that offence can he keep with the sandpaper side of his 
game, if he's no longer on the top line of the NHL's best offence? 

There are plenty of pieces to like here, for sure. Miro Heiskanen could be 
one of the league's top blueliners before long, Roope Hintz is still on a 
relatively cheap deal for what he brings. Jason Robertson and Jake 
Oettinger are two exciting and key young players but both, it should be 
noted, are still RFAs without a contract. And you have an owner who 
didn't sound all that keen on paying them big bucks quite yet. 

John Klingberg is gone, as is coach Rick Bowness. New coach Peter 
DeBoer historically starts strong with his new teams, but he also became 
the first coach to miss the playoffs with Vegas just last season. The 
challenge here will be to squeeze a different style of play from this roster, 
one less defined by defence-first, and more offensively inclined. Is 
Oettinger as advertised against the Flames in the playoffs last season? 
Much is to be learned about this team in 2022-23. 

PACIFIC DIVISION 

Riser: Vancouver Canucks 

While very tempting to take the Anaheim Ducks here -- a team shaping 
up to begin climbing the order again -- the Canucks seem to have more 
of the pieces you need to actually do it over 82 games. 

Much of the change we expected hasn't happened...at least not yet. J.T. 
Miller is still in town, with Ilya Mikheyev and intriguing Andrei Kuzmenko 
added. The defence could use some work still, but Quinn Hughes gives 
them a star and Thatcher Demko can help patch up some holes. 

And maybe we shouldn't underestimate Bruce Boudreau, who has a 
terrific track record of guiding his teams to the playoffs. The Canucks 
were 32-15-10 after he took over in December, which made them the 
13th-best team in the NHL over that span. 

Trades could still happen and change the outlook for this team. But as of 
now, they're returning -- and in fact, adding to -- the same group that was 
highly competitive for over four months last season. Who's to say they 
can't build on that over 82? 

Faller: Calgary Flames 

Not saying the Flames will miss the playoffs. Far from it. This will still be 
a team to contend with, thanks to the masterful job done by GM Brad 
Treliving over the summer. 

The blue line is improved and the goaltending is strong. And while the top 
line may not be as dangerous as before, the arrival of Nazem Kadri 
should allow them to run three centres deep and spread out the wealth a 
bit more. 

Can the Flames hold off the improved Oilers, who addressed their more 
pressing need with Jack Campbell? Can they hold off the Kings, who 
took big strides in 2021-22 and could step up again now? And where will 
Vegas end up fitting into all this? 
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The Flames aren't a "faller" in the sense that there should be worry here, 
but more because the competition should be stiffer this time around. And, 
heck, maybe they're better built for the playoffs this time. We'll see. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Three stars from Day 6 of WWHC: Lacey Eden gives U.S. 
redemption against Canada 

 

Courtney Jacobsen  

August 30, 2022, 7:53 PM 

 

It was a day of high-stakes games that determined relegation and 
seeding heading into the quarterfinals to close out the preliminary round 
of the IIHF Women’s World Hockey Championship. 

Czechia, undefeated thus far in the tournament, surrendered several 
chances to Sweden early but a fantastic performance by Czech 
goaltender Klara Pleslarova prevented the Swedes from capitalizing. 
Vendula Pribylova opened the scoring for Czechia in the second period 
with a seeing-eye shot through a screen, notching her first goal of the 
tournament and the eventual game-winner. Czechia hit the back of the 
net twice more in the third to secure it top rank in Group B and, along 
with the United States, remain the only undefeated teams in the 
tournament. 

Fighting for third in Group A, Finland took on a vastly depleted Swiss 
squad are missing key players, including its captain, to illness or injury. 
Finland got on the board twice early in the opening frame as the Swiss 
lost two more players to injury, leaving the team with only 13 skaters and 
allowing Finland to continue firing on all cylinders. Finland scored twice 
more, including on a five-on-three, to secure third place in Group A with a 
resounding 4-0 victory. 

Sitting in fifth place in Group B and winless throughout the tournament, 
Germany could not qualify for the quarterfinals — instead, while Denmark 
fought for a win to advance onwards, Germany fought to avoid 
relegation. After a late tying goal that brought Germany back into the 
game, defender Tanja Eisenschmid took a shot from the point and the 
puck crossed the goal line with one second remaining, securing a 3-2 
regulation win for Germany. 

The marquee match-up of the evening — the final contest of the 
preliminary round — saw defending champion Canada taking on the U.S. 
to determine the top finisher in Group A and a contest with Hungary in 
the quarterfinals. Although Canada took a 2-0 lead in the first period, the 
energetic Americans were eager to prove themselves against their 
toughest rival. Quick to capitalize on mistakes, the U.S. rallied to score 
five unanswered goals, including an empty-netter by Hilary Knight to put 
her just one point shy of reaching Hayley Wickenheiser’s all-time 
tournament points record. 

Here are the top performers from Day 6 of the tournament. 

The 2022 Women’s World Hockey Championship is underway from 
Denmark and Sportsnet.ca has coverage of Team Canada’s quest to 
defend their gold medal. 

Scoring leaders 

3rd Star: Tanja Eisenschmid, Germany 

Coming into this contest without a win, Germany was at risk of relegation 
if they didn’t put the game away in regulation time against Denmark, 
which had the home-crowd advantage. While Denmark lit the lamp first, 

the game was close. After Emma Russel scored the go-ahead goal for 
Denmark in the second period, Germany was desperate to take the lead. 

Once Laura Kluge tied it with four minutes to spare, Germany pulled out 
all the stops to secure that final goal, including sitting the goaltender for 
the extra attacker. With six skaters on the ice for Germany and the clock 
winding down, defender Tanja Eisenschmid took a shot from the point, 
scoring with one second remaining. 

The play was reviewed by officials, but was eventually deemed a good 
goal, securing Germany their first and most important victory of the 
tournament to avoid relegation. 

While Germany would not have qualified for the quarterfinals even with 
the regulation win, Eisenschmid gave her team the opportunity to return 
to the tournament in 2023. Denmark is now relegated to Division I Group 
A. 

Honourable Mention: Although the Canadians fell to the United States in 
their final preliminary-round game, Sarah Fillier added to her points tally 
with the opening goal of the contest. Leading Canada in points, Fillier 
also sits a sixth in tournament scoring leaders. 

2nd Star: Finland’s second line 

Facing Canada and the United States to open the tournament had 
Finland suffering early losses that couldn’t properly showcase the talent 
that this team possesses. 

Finland captured its first win against Japan on Monday, where the 
second line demonstrated its offensive talent, with each player gracing 
the scoresheet at least once. 

This offensive showcase continued against Switzerland, where Viivi 
Vainikka, Noora Tulus and Elisa Holopainen all registered points once 
more. 

Early in the opening frame, Tulus and Holopainen connected to put 
Finland up 2-0. Tulus, going on the forecheck, forced a turnover behind 
the Swiss net. Tulus snapped the puck to Holopainen, who circled to the 
front of the net to bury the puck top shelf. 

The dominant second line for Finland factored in on three of the four 
goals this contest and has a combined 11 points over two games. 

Honourable mention: Finland’s Susanna Tapani opened the scoring just 
under three minutes into the contest, going hard to the net and tipping 
the puck in for what would become the game-winning goal. She added 
an assist on the third goal of the afternoon to complete her multi-point 
effort. 

1st Star: Lacey Eden, USA 

Seven months after losing Olympic gold to Team Canada, the U.S. 
appeared ready to fight for redemption against the reigning world 
champs. Canada took the lead in the opening frame, but the United 
States evened the score heading into the third period. 

Catching Canada on its heels, Lacey Eden scored the go-ahead goal 
less than five minutes into the third period. Taking a cross-ice feed from 
Savannah Harmon, Eden launched the puck blocker-side over Canadian 
goaltender Emerance Maschmeyer. With Canada unable to solve 
American goaltender Nicole Hensley one last time, Eden’s goal became 
the eventual game-winner. 

The U.S. scored five unanswered goals throughout the second and third 
period. 

With a taste of redemption, the United States enters the elimination 
round as the top seed in Group A and will face Hungary in the 
quarterfinals. Canada will take on Sweden. 

Honourable mention: American goaltender Nicole Hensley was a 
difference-maker in the win against Canada, particularly during the 
second period where Canada outshot the U.S. 16-8. Hensley did not 
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allow a goal in the final 41 minutes of the game, preventing a comeback 
for Team Canada. 
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Sportsnet.ca / What Kadri and Kessel bring to the Flames, Golden 
Knights 
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It’s been an eventful and seemingly long NHL off-season. Nazem Kadri, 
one of the top free agents on the market this year, didn’t sign with a new 
club until mid-August. Paul Stastny picked his new club in the Hurricanes 
just last week. Phil Kessel joined the Golden Knights after that. And there 
are still a handful of unsigned skaters looking for a new opportunity. 

So what do Kadri and Kessel, two of the latest signings, bring to their 
new clubs? And what kind of impact could the remaining free agents 
make for a team that gives them a chance? 

Let’s dive in. 

Nazem Kadri, Calgary Flames 

The Flames have navigated a tough off-season, losing both Johnny 
Gaudreau and Matthew Tkachuk, but adding Jonathan Huberdeau, 
MacKenzie Weegar and now Kadri. 

While Huberdeau’s puck distribution skills will help fill the void left by 
Gaudreau, the team’s MVP last season, Kadri isn’t a one-for-one 
replacement of Tkachuk. His presence won’t load up the top line like 
another winger would. He does, however, add a scoring threat on the 
second line that Calgary was missing. That holds true even if Kadri can’t 
meet some of his career-year marks from 2021-22, and performs closer 
to what he did the couple of seasons prior. 

Kadri’s an impactful two-way centre who plays with an edge. He 
generally creates a high rate of shots, both in transition and off the cycle. 
The newest Flame often finds himself performing close to expectations in 
the goal column, but isn’t a one-dimensional player offensively, either. 

The 31-year-old can also move the puck up the ice and set up his 
teammates. That should come in handy for Calgary, now that his 
presence likely shifts Mikael Backlund to a fitting role on the third line 
with more of an emphasis on defence. So while the Flames’ winger depth 
may not match the heights of last season, players like Andrew 
Mangiapane, Tyler Toffoli, and possibly Blake Coleman as well may find 
themselves in better positions to get on the scoresheet at even strength 
now that there’s a more offensively minded centre down the middle of the 
second line. 

While the long-term ramifications of this contract will probably get tricky, 
the Flames are clearly trying to contend now and Kadri could be a key 
part of it over the next couple of seasons. 

Phil Kessel, Vegas Golden Knights 

Amanda Kessel’s brother signed a one year contract with the Golden 
Knights last week at a very team-friendly $1.5 million. It’s a huge drop-off 
from his last contract that ended with an actual salary of $6 million in 
2021-22. 

Similar to his sister, Phil has an effective shot. His scoring totals tend to 
slant towards the goal column. But he fell below expectations last 
season. Based on the quality of his shot generation, he was expected to 

score around 17 goals. In the past, he’s had the finishing talent to match 
that more closely. In 2021-22, however, he only notched eight in a 
complete 82-game season. Only three skaters in the league fell below 
expectations worse than Kessel’s -8.61 — Brendan Gallagher, Joonas 
Donskoi, and Alexander Radulov. The Coyotes’ winger lowly rate of .35 
goals per 60 was by far the worst of his career and a huge drop off from 
his 1.25 per 60 in 2020-21. 

That lacklustre goal scoring, along with his past hefty cap hit and the 
well-documented weaknesses of his game, may be why it took free 
agency for his tenure in Arizona to come to an end instead of the trade 
deadline. 

So, what will the Golden Knights be getting now from the 34-year-old? 

For one, they’re getting a player who can stick in the lineup — something 
Vegas needed last year as they juggled numerous injuries. The Golden 
Knights are also getting a player who can be counted on to chip into their 
shot generation. That’s something that has dipped since Kessel joined 
the Coyotes, overall, but with more support around him it’s possible it 
starts trending back up. And in Vegas, that’s something Kessel should 
have; they have more depth which slots him in more of a secondary role 
than he had these past few years. And it's a position Kessel's been in 
before, like with Pittsburgh. So this situation is probably more fitting for 
the winger, especially at this phase in his career. And as that expected 
goal total showed, he can still create some quality chances. 

Kessel just has to show that he still has the finishing talent he’s had 
throughout his career. 

NOTABLE FREE AGENTS 

P.K. Subban 

While training camp is approaching in the next few weeks, there are still 
players who have yet to sign with their new teams. 

Subban is among those unrestricted free agents yet to sign a contract. 
The more notable defenders remaining on the market fit into the same 
category: they’re all past their prime and won’t bring as much to the table 
at this point. But in the right role, there can be a place for them in the 
NHL. 

What’s hurt Subban’s game is that he’s lost a step over the past few 
seasons. And because he’s trailing plays, he tends to take more 
penalties — some of which, including trips and slew foots — have been 
highlighted for all the wrong reasons. His scoring has taken a hit since he 
hasn’t been a mainstay on the power play, though he can still be counted 
on to rip one-timers from the point at even strength. His defensive 
numbers haven’t exactly shined as of late in New Jersey, but they’re not 
as dreadful as the scoresheet might show. The Devils had an awful 
goaltending situation in 2021-22. 

The veteran Subban can still retrieve loose pucks back in his own zone, 
which can help spark an effort to exit the defensive end. Maybe in a new 
system, a coaching staff can find a way to maximize those skills in a third 
pair role.  

Calvin De Haan 

Like Kessel and Subban, De Haan was available at the deadline but no 
team opted to acquire him. And, like the aforementioned veterans, he’s 
been on a struggling team (Chicago). Sometimes it’s tough to isolate 
whether a player is part of the problem or just negatively impacted by 
their environment. 

Regardless of whether he’s on a contender or even on a team as dismal 
as the Blackhawks, there is some dependability to De Haan’s game. He’s 
very defensively minded and can try to keep shots out of the slot, 
whether he’s blocking those attempts or trying to retrieve loose pucks to 
turn play around. He can absorb minutes at even strength and on the 
penalty kill. The downside is his injury history, which may be why some 
have looked elsewhere for depth on the blue line. 

Tyler Motte 
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Motte’s the kind of player general managers often are quick to overspend 
on in the off-season. He brings a spark to a team’s bottom-six with his 
speedy skating and willingness to the shoot the puck. The winger’s 
positioning and stick plays can help change possession, whether he 
recovers a loose puck or blocks a shot. And he can help bring the puck 
up with control to turn play around, both at even strength and while short-
handed. 

Zach Aston-Reese 

Aston-Reese proved to be a very strong defensive forward in Pittsburgh. 
Very little offence is generated when he’s on the ice, and opponents tend 
to stay out of the inner slot. The winger will block shots and jump on 
loose pucks at even strength and on the penalty kill. The problem is that 
there isn’t much offensive generation from his team either while he’s 
deployed. That’s what likely keeps him in a bottom-six role, wherever he 
signs. General managers tend to want players they can trust back in their 
own zone, so it won’t be surprising if Aston-Reese is on a team’s roster 
by opening night. 

Sonny Milano 

While Aston-Reese helps teams looking for defence, Milano brings 
offence. The question is whether his 2021-22 season was a product of 
playing alongside Trevor Zegras, whose creativity and gutsy plays stood 
out throughout the year. Still, it could be worth an inexpensive contract to 
find that out. Milano is a player who showed last season that he can 
enter the zone with possession, set his teammates up in the scoring 
areas, and generate his own chances (some of which were assisted by 
quality passes). At the very least, there’s some depth scoring potential in 
the bottom-six for this 26-year-old. 

Evan Rodrigues 

It was a tale of two seasons for Rodrigues. If a player of his calibre ended 
the year with 29 goals and 43 points, after only having a previous high of 
29 points on the season, it would seem fine at face value. The problem 
was that he started so hot and trended down, making the drop-off so 
glaring. 

Still, this is a player who can fire off a high rate of shots, create scoring 
chances off the cycle, and set up his teammates with passes to the slot. 
That all could be productive in a supporting role, and could be good value 
depending on the cost of the contract. Expectations just have to be 
realistic — that he’s likely somewhere in between the player who started 
hot and finished as cold as possible in Pittsburgh. 
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